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ABSTRACT
In the framework of the so-called ENG1NE program (Energy Generation In the Natural
Environment) of ECN, safety and economie aspects of nuclear reactor generations have
been reviewed. After the Chemobyl accident in 1986 much has heen ~tone to enhance the
safety of nuclear reactors. One promising development is the so-called passively safe light
water reactor, which can be considered as the next generation of iight water reactors. It has
a rated power of 600 MWe or ~ess, and safety is primarily based on passive systems. In
accident conditions there is no need for operator action to keep the core cooled and
covered with water for at ~east 72 hours. Passive~y safe light water reactors neect no
demonstration stage anti could be commerc~a~ around 1995. Two nuclear reactors of
current design (first generation, APWR and ABWR) and three passively safe reactors
(second generation, AP600, SBWR and SIR) are reviewed.
Besides these second generat~on reactors, other reactor types come into eonsideration,
wh~ch are eharacterised by the toost consequent utflisation of passive safety. A core melt
accident w~th such a reactor ~s e~ther highly unlikely or virtually impossib~e. Because of
their advanced design demonstration is inev~table. Two reactor types of th~s third gener~
at~on are rev~ewed. Commercial introduction is expected after 2005.
The economics of nuclear reactors are compared to those of advanced coal fired power
plants for the per~od 2000~2045. The Integrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC)
plant is used as a reference, and economically acceptable nuclear investment costs are
calculated, based on annualised costs and a 30 year economic lire. These economically
acceptable investmcnt costs are compared to published investment costs of current
reactors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The accident at Three Mile Island 2 (March 1979) and the severe consequences of the
Chernobyl accident (May 1986) raised questions about the safety of nuclear reactors.
Although the Chemobyl type of reactor differs significantly from Light Water Reactors
(LWRs) employed in the western world, the dispute about nuclear safety is far from limited
to the USSR. In most countries safety is of paramount interest in the development of new
reactors, and interest focuses on new designs which are primarfly based on passive safety.
Economical aspects and Iimited domestic resources of low-priced fossil energy are the
most important reasons for nuclear electricity generation. Other reasons are environmental
concerns associated with fossil fired power generation and vuInerabflity to fossil fuel price
fluctuations. The economic performance of nuclear power is critical for its development.
Since investment, operation and maintenance costs of nuclear power plants increased
steadily over the last decades, mostly due to safety requirements, nuclear energy lost
ground in the USA. However the West European situation is different, as imported coal is
more e×pensive than in the USA, where coal is abundant and mostly cheap.
The environmental issues of nuclear and fossil fired power plants have both their own
characteristics. One of the main nuclear issues is the need for a repository to keep
hazardous nuclear waste out of the natural environment almost indefinitely. This hazardous
nuclear waste is a small fraction of total nuclear waste, but it deserves attention because
of the long half-lifes of some elements. Besides a nuclear power plant has a low probability
for accidental radiological releases. FossiI fired power plants have to meet stringent
environmental requirements with respect to SO2 and NOx, as wcll as flyash. Howcvcr thcy
also produce considerable amounts of CO2, which as a greenhouse gas contributes to
global warming. Global warming - a matter of serious concern since a few years - is an
argument in favour of energy options which do hot cause direct CO2 emissions like nuclear
energy and renewable energy sources.
This study reviews safety and economic aspects of nuclear reactor generations. Economically acceptable nuclear investment costs are derived departing from coal fired power
plants with enhanced efficiency, and presuming base load electricity generation. The study
is part of the so-called ENGINE program of the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
(ECN). ENGINE is an acronym for Energy Generation In the NaturaI Environment, and it
covers research on energy technologies without detrimental environmental consequences
to meer future energy needs.
Within the framework of the socalled PINK programme ECN, KEMA and NUCON will
publish a comparison study on several aspects, notably safety, of four advanced reactor
designs, i.e. SBWR, AP600, SIR and CANDU 3. The objective of the study is to compare
these advanced reactor designs in order to provide comprehensive information that is
useful in the selection process of a design for development work [1].
This review is limited to reactor designs that could be commercially available before 2010.
Uncertainties with respect to economic, environmental, and regulatory requirements would
make an assessment beyond 2010 highly complex and speculative. Neither Fast Breeder
Reactors (FBRs) nor fusion reactors are addressed. Although there are some prototype fast
breeder reactors like the French Phenix and Superphenix, they are hot expected to be
commercialised before 2010.
For practical reasons the analysis focuses on LWRs, i.e. Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWRs) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), and on High-Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs). Heavy water moderated and cooled reactors, notably the Canadian Candu
reactor, have hot been included. For practical reasons CO2 removaI at coal fired power
plants, which is in the conceptual stage, is not accounted for. CO2 removal could be rather
expensive and involve a significant efficiency drop. This option certainly needs further
assessment.
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Chapter 2 g~ves a br~ef overv~ew of status and safety characteristics of current reactors.
Chapter 3 covers safety concepts, programs for new reactors, class~fication of reactor
designs, and safety characteristics of new reactors. Chapter 4 presents assumptions for
coal fired and nuclear power plants, which underlie calcu~ations of economically acceptab~e nuclear investment costs, and discusses the calculated investment costs. In chapter
5 conclus~ons are drawn reIating to safety and economic prospects of current and future
reactor generations.
J.N.T. Jehee and N. van der Kleij provided valuable comments and suggestions, especia]Iy
on the nuclear topics discussed in this report.
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2. CURRENT NUCLEAR REACTORS
2.1 Nuclear reactors in operation and under construction
Worldwide at the end of 1989 424 nuclear reactors totalling 317 GWe were in commercial
operation. A further 96 un~ts totalling 79 GWe were under construction [2], as shown in Table
2.1. At that time nuclear power produced about 17% of eiectricity worldwide. Over the twelve
months since June 1989 eight reactors (6400 MWe) entered service and construction was
started on four (3860 MWe). No new orders were placed in this period.
~n the USA, where the nuclear share of electricity generation is about 20%, nuclear industry
met with cutbacks in its projected growth of electricity consumption, cost overruns, lengthy
licensing procedures, and public opposition. No nucIear reactor was ordered since 1978
I3]. AIthough the European nuclear industry faces similar problems, nuclear power made
large inroads into electricity generation in France and Belgium (up to 75%), and toa lesser
extent in countries ~~ke Germany and SwitzerIand with some 40% nuclear e~ectr~city
generation, in the latter two countries public opinion prohibits an expans~on of nuclear
power, in Sweden a parliamentary resolution stipulates that no nuciear power plants shall
l~e in operation after 2010, and that the order in which the reactors are to be shut down has
tobe determined by the safety of the plants. Early closure of nuclear power plants was
discussed (2 out of 12 operating LWRs would be closed by 1995/1996). However the
original decision has hot heen revoked. Finally ~n countries like Spain and the Netherlands
there is a de facto moratorium on new nuclear reactors.

2.2 Core melt probability
The design of a nuclear reactor is based on the ’defence ~n depth’ principle: mu~tiple safety
barriers reduce the probability of a core meIt accident. Also the ’safety cuIture’ deserves
attention. Nuclear accidents revealed that the influence of operators on a nuclear accident
can be iarge. Both factors stress the importance of quantification of the probability of such
acc~dents.
Since the publ~cafion of the (U$) Reactor Safety Study in 1975, Probabilistic Safety
AnaIysis (PSA) became a key instrument to est~mate the probab~iity of a core meit
accident. Core damage, core overheating and core melting are terms used to denote
degraded core conditions. Core melting results in the suspens~on of operations, which
means costs for outage and repair. Radiological releases to the environment could occur
as a result of a core melt accident [41. Until 1988 30 PSA stud~es were completed ~n the
USA alone. Core melt frequency can be used for risk assessment, corresponding with the
so~called Level 1 PSA. Level 2 includes core degradation analysis, conta~nment behaviour
and failure, and off-site release. Core melt frequency alone does hot present a balanced
picture of the risk involved. It is the combinat~on of probability of radiological re~eases and
the~r consequences which determines risk. However ~n this report core melt frequency is
used as an ind~cation of risk, since Level 2 PSAs are hot generally ava~lable for new reactor
designs.
Core melt frequencies are based on calculations, starting with a specific set of initiafing
events. An initiating event ~s generally taken to be any initial event that causes a plant to
depart from its otherwise normal state of operation [5]. ~n most PSAs only internal initiating
events are considered, and no external hazards Iike aircraft crashes, earthquakes, flood~ng,
and fires.

Table 2.1. Nuclear reactors in operation and under construction at the end of 1989.
Country

Reactors in operation
[No of
units]

Argentina
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Cuba
Czechosl.
Finland
France
Germany DR
FR
Hungary
India
Iran
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Netherl.
Pakistan
Rumania
South Aft.
Spain
Sweden
Switzerl.
Taiwan
LIK
USA
USSR

Reactors under
construction

[MWe net] [No of units] [MWe net]

2
7
I
5
18

935
5500
626
2585
12185

8
4
55
6
24
4
7

3264
2310
52588
2102
22716
1645
1374

39
9
1
2
1

29300
7220
654
508
125

Yugoslavia

2
10
12
5
6
39
110
46
1

1842
7544
9817
2952
4924
11242
98331
34230
632

Tota]

424

1

692

1
2
4
3
2
8

1245
1906
3524
2148
816
5120

9
5
1

12245
3024
295

7
2
12
2
1

1540
2392
10629
1900
654

5

317151

Nuclear electricity
generation 1989
[TWh]

[%]

4.6
38.8
1.7
14.6
75.4

11.4
60.8
0.7
32.9
15.6

22.9
18.0
289.0
11.1
141.2
13.0
3.4

27.6
35.4
74.6
10.9
34.3
49.8
1.6

185.8
45.0

27.8
50.2

3.8
0.1

5.4
0.2

11.1
53.7
62.8
21.5
27.1
63.4
529.4
212.6
4.5

7.4
38.4
45.1
41.6
35.2
21.7
19.1
12.3
5.9

3125

1
4
26

1188
4284
22180

96

78907

1854.5

Core meIt frequencies of existing LWRs range from 10-6 to 2.10.4 per reactor year [6], as
illustrated by Table 2.2. The initiating events are intemaI events in the power operation
state. French PSAs also take the shutdown state into account, in which refuelling and
extensive repairs take place. It proves that 30-60% of the overall core melt frequency is
re~ated to this state [7,8]. In PSAs of 13 US LWRs a mean core melt frequency of 2.5.10.4
per year was found [9]. These results are confirmed by recent PSAs of another set of US
LWRs [10], for which core melt frequency varied from 5.5.10.4 to 10.3 per year (with 90%
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confidence) I5]. AII PSAs were used to make changes in the p~ants in order to reduce and
manage risk. There is a naturaI convergence to reasonably achievable risk levels I5]: the
French 900 MWe PWR (CP2) has a core melt t~robability of more than 10-z~ per year, as
opposed to 4.95~ 10‘5 per year for the CP2 reactor w~th suggested improvements I7].
From so-called precursor data it has been concluded that the (inferred) mean core melt
frequency of operating US LWRs has fallen from 3.1.10-3 per year in the period 1969 - 1979
to 5.10.5 per year in 1986-1987111 ]. So there is a remarkable tenc[ency to lower core melt
frequencies as a result of backfitting existing plants and of taking new plants into operation.
Although comparing absolute values of different PSAs is questionable, mainly because of
large uncertainties in hypotheses, models, initiator lists, and data bases, it can be concluded that nuclear reactors can be built to comply with the requirement of a core melt
frequency of less than 10 5 per year (compare Appendix 2) [7,121.
Table 2.2. Calculated total core damage frequency (toean value, internal initiators) for
current light water reactors.
Type

PWR

BWR

1)
2)
3)
4}
5)

Country

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
~JSA
USA
F
F
S
G
G
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
S
S
S

Unit

Start
comm.
oper.

Power
[MWe]

Indian Point-2
Seabrook
Sequoyah- 1
Oconee-3
Arkansas- 1
Miilstone P.-3
ZION-1
Surry-1
CP2

1976
1991
1981
1974
1974
1986
1973
1972

Paluel-3 (P4)
RinghaIs 2
Biblis-B
Konvoi
Sizewell-B
Grand Gulf- 1
Peach Bottom-2
Shoreham4)
Gessar-25)
Barseback 1
Forsmark 3
Ringhals 1

1985
1974
1976
1988
1995
1984
1974

873
1150
1148
860
836
1150
1040
781
900
1300
800
1240
1287
1065
1250
1065
820
1325
595
1063
750

1975
1985
1974

Core melt Princ.
freq. contr, for
PSA
[PMY]~}
200
PL&G2)
170
100
54
50
45
35
26
49.5
10.8
5.2
3.4
1.5
1.24
29
8.2
5.5
4.7
13
7
2.5

PL&G
Sandia
West.
Sandia
West.
West.
Sandia
CEA
EDF
West.
GRS3)
Siemens
West.
Sandia
Sandia
PL&G
GE
Sydkraft
ABB
ABB 7

Per Million reactor Years
Pickard, Lowe & Garrick
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit
Licensed for fuel ioading and Iow-power testing (operating licence denied)
General Electric Standard Safety Analysis Report
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Rel.

[13]
[14]
[14]
I14]
113]
[14]
[14]
I14]
[7]
[7]
[4]
I15]
[16]
[17]
I14]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[4]
[4]
I4]

3. SAFETY OF NEW REACTOR DESIGNS
3.1 Safety concepts
Nuclear safety systems have the following objectives:
To prevent accidents with high confidence;
To ensure that, for all accidents taken into account in the design of the p~ant, even
those of very low probability radiological consequences, if any, would be minor; and
To ensure that the likelihood of severe accidents with serious radiological consequences is extremely smalL
To meer these objectives safety systems have to fulfil three basic safety functions:
Controlling the power;
Cooling the fuel; and
Confining the radioactive material 1181.
Recent~y passive safety received much interest. Inherent and passive safety have to be clearly
distinguished, inherent safety refers to the achievement of safety through the elimination or
exclusion of inherent hazards by fundamental conceptuaI design choices made for the nuclear
plant. For practical power reactor sizes this appears to be impossible [19].
A safety system is intended to bring the reactor from the ’normal’ to the ’safety’ state,
starting with a signal or parametric change to initiate action, and followed by operation due
to potential difference or motive force. If all considerations are satisfied in a self-contained
and consistent way within the system itse~f, it can be called passive. Passive systems need
no electrical signals or power for their actuation and operation. They remain subject to
mechanical and structural failure or intentional human interference. New reactor designs
show increased use of passive safety such as natural circulation, passive containment
coo~ing, and emergency core cooling systems without or with fewer valves and pumps.

3.2 US advanced light water reactor program
A key assumption for the US Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) program is that
increas~ng demand for electricity in combination w~th concems over the environment and
greenhouse gas effects associated with fossil fuel burning wiil result in significantly higher
acceptance of nuclear power I20]. In 1985 the ALWR program was launched by the Electric
Power Research lnstitute (EPRI) to develop a new generation of LWRs. It includes study of
plant design and safety systems, resolution of regulatory issues, and development of
comprehensive techn~cal recluirements. The program is closely co-ordinated with the
related advanced I~WR research sponsored by the US Department of Energy. EPR!
estab~ished general design requirements for ALWRs, as shown in Table 3.1.
Design life is 60 year for the main structures and main reactor components like the reactor
pressure vessei. Special attention will have to be paid to materiaI issues such as fatigue,
corrosion, thermal aging, and radiation embrittlement effects, as well as to replacement of
components. Evolutionary and passive ALWRs - these terras will be defined in section 3.3.
- employ proven technoIogy, wl~ich has heen successfully and clearly demonstrated in
LWRs or other applicable industries, like fossil power plants and process industries.
Therefore no prototype or demonstration plant is needed. EPRI established general safety
requirements for evolutionary and passive ALWRs. See Table 3.2.
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3.3 Classification
Most of worldwide reactor capacity is l~ased on LWRs. At the end of September 1990 nearly
90% of installed capacity in the western hemisphere were LWRs (260 out of 293 GWe) 121 [.
Other reactors are the Candu reactors, gas-cooled reactors and prototype FBRs. Departing
from current reactor techno~ogy three stages of development are distinguished I221:
1. Evolutionary ALWRs
Evo~utionary ALWRs are large reactors (900~ 1300 MWe), developeà for the short term.
They are based on proven technology. Westinghouse, Genera~ E~ectric, and Combustion Engineering (ABB Atom) are seeking cert~fication of their designs by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commiss~on (NRC) within a few years. Westinghouse and General
E~ectric are cooperating with Mitsubishi and Toshiba/Hitachi respectively, while Combustion Engineering is assoc~ated with ABB Atom. West European designs like Koovoi
(Siemens), N4 (Framatome), and BWR 90 (ABB Atom), cao also be considere~t as
evolutionary ALWRs I23].
2. Passive ALWRs
Passive AI~WRs are reactors, which empIoy primarily passive means (such as gravity,
natural convection or stored energy) to remove decay heat, to provide emergency core
cool~ng, and to conta~n radioactive materiaI even in the case of core damage. They are
in the range of 600 MWe or less as a consequence of the safety systems employed.
Passive ALWRs are also based on proven technology. Westinghouse, General Electric
and a British-US joint venture developed prelim~nary designs for pass~ve ALWRs.
Certification of some of these àesigns by the NRC ~s expected around 1995. Recenfly
also Nuclear Power International - a consortium of Siemens and Framatome ~ entered
this field. It ~ntends to commercialise a common product, presumably an evolutionary
ALWR with some passive safety characteristics, by 1993 I241.
3. PlUS and MHTGR
PlUS and MHTGR are reactors w~th the most consequent substitution of active compo~
nents, such as pumps and valves, by passive safety features. ABB Atom designed a
reactor called PlUS (Process Inherent Ultimate Safety), and US and West European
companies deveIoped the MHTGR (Modular High~Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor).
These designs are hot entirely based on proven technology. A demonstration stage
precede commercial ~ntroduction, which is hot expected before 2000.
The main characteristics of the reactor generations are summarized in Table 3.3.

3.4 Safety characteristics
3.4.1 Evolutionary ALWR
Because evolutionary ALWRs are baseà on proven technology, and improvements are
incrementai, they can be considered as state of the art. Westinghouse developed the
Advanced Pressur~zed Water Reactor (APWR, Appendix 3). This design incorporates
improved active safety systems and iarger safety margins. In case of a large LOCA core
uncovery can be prevented by add~tionaI passive safety injection from core reflood tanks
]25,26]. The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR, Appendix 4) design, developed by
GeneraI Electric, has an improved drive mechanism for the control rods. The external
circulation pumps have been substituted by internal ones. As a consequence all large
penetrations of the reactor pressure vessel below the core have been eliminated [27-29].
Both improvements have already heen incorporated in BWRs of ABB Atom since 1978.
Evolutionary PWRs of West European design, Konvoi and N4, have been bu~lt and are
under construction respectively. Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) ordered two
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ABWRs, due to come online in 1996 and 1998. The performance objectives of some
evo~utionary ALWRs are shown in Tab~e 3.4. It follows from Tables 2.2 and 3.4 that
evolu6onary ALWRs will be able to fulfil the EPRI requirement of a core me~t frequency
~f0-5 per year.

3.4.2 Passive ALWR
Passive ALWRs are also based on proven technology. However some safety systems,
which are based on passive safety, are hot used in evolutionary ALWRs. Safety is primarily
based on gravity, natural circulation, stored energy such as batteries and compressed
fluids, check vaives, and non~cycling powered va~ves I20].
Passive ALWRs are developed by Westinghouse, General Electric and a British~US ioint
venture. Westinghouse and a couple of US companies developed the AP600 (Advanced
Passive, Appendix 5). General Electric leads an international team, with contr~butions from
Japan, italy, and the Netherlands (KEMA, NUCON and ECN), for the final design of the
SBWR (Simplified Boihng Water Reactor, Appendix 6). A British-US joint venture (notably
Rolls Royce & Associates, and Combustion Engineering, which is a subsidiary of ABB)
developed a preliminary design for a 320 MWe PWR, called SIR (Safe lntegral Reactor,
Appendix 7). Westinghouse as we~l as General Electric received 5-year contracts from the
US Department of Energy for the final design stage. The performance objectives of some
passive ALWR designs are shown in Table 3.5.
AP600 makes use of Core Makeup Tanks (CMTs), filled with borated water and located
above the reactor coolant system. They use only gravity as motive force. Passive safety
injection and following residual heat removal is guaranteed for at least three days in case
of a design basis accident, without operator action. The passive containment cooling
system maintains containment pressure within design limits for an indefinite period. No
diesel generators are needed to operate safety systems, which is in agreement with the
EPRI requirements [30-33].
The SBWR is characterised by improved safety margins (low power density), enhanced
capacity of normally operating systems and passive safety systems. The design is based
on natural circuiation in the core. Thereby all large penetrations in the Iower region of the
reactor pressure vessel have been eliminated. Calculations show that no core uncovery will
occur foilowing any pipe break. No active pumps or dieseis are needed to provide for heat
removal from the core and the containment [28,34,35].
SIR has an integral reactor pressure vessei, incorporating the reactor core, the pressurizer
and the steam generators. Therefore safety systems only have to cope with small LOCAs
(Loss Of Coolant Accidents). A LOCA is caused by a pipe break or leak in the primary
system in excess of the capacity of the make-up systems, which replace the lost coolant.
The largest penetration of the reactor pressure vessel has a diameter of 70 mm and is
located 9 m above the core. Core uncovery wili hot occur for any design basis accident
[36-40].
Passive ALWRs are among the safest nuclear power plants to be built in the next decades,
without the need of a demonstration stage. They can amply fulfil the EPRI requirement of
a core melt frequency ~ 10.5 per year (Appendix 2). Besides they offer fat more scope for
simplification than evolutionary ALWRs do. For instance, the AP600 bas no safety related
pumps, 60% less valves in the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) and 75% less pipes
in the NSSS, compared to a conventional two-loop PWR of the same rating (Appendix 5).
The SBWR exhibits natural circulation in the core. Pumps, pipes, valves, instruments,
power supplies, and control systems are thus eliminated, plant arrangements are simpler,
and maintenance is less troublesome. The SIR concept has a pressurizer and twelve small
steam generators incorporated in the reactor pressure vessel. Material and cost reductions
are achieved by elimination of primary loop piping, steam generator shells and pressurizer.
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3.4.3 PlUS and MHTGR
PlUS and MHTGR forto the next stage of nuclear reactors, following evolutionary and
passive ALWRs. PlUS is an ABB Atom design of a 600 MWe PWR in which passive safety
features are applied consistentiy (Appendix 8). Recently ABB Atom and United Engineers
& Constructors, Philadelphia, agreed to form a joint venture to develop and market the PlUS
reactor in the USA. MHTGR is a modular design of a helium-cooled graphite-moderated
reactor of US (General Atomic) or West European (HTR GmbH of ABB Atom and Siemens)
origin (Appendix 9).
To protect the core it is sufficient to fulfil two basic criteria:
Maintain the core submerged in water at all times;
Prevent core power from increasing beyond the cooling capacity of the submerging
water.
Therefore the reactor core and an adjacent pooI of borated water are enclosed in a Iarge
prestressed concrete pressure vessel. The primary circuit and the pool are connected with
each other by two "density Iocks", one below and one above the core. Density differences
between the hot water of the primary circuit and the relatively coId water of the pool (50 °C)
prevent mixing of both. Any major divergence of normal operation will disturb the
stratification in the density locks and lead to influx of borated water from the pool into the
primary circuit, which means shutdown of the reactor (about 1 minute after the initiating
event). The pool contains enough water to remove decay heat from the core for at Ieast a
week [41-45].
MHTGR designs are modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors (HTGRs), with low
power density and maximum use of passive safety features. Demonstration HTGRs have
been built and operated in the USA and Germany. They are based on a prismatic graphite
core ((IS design) or a pebble-bed of 60 mm diameter graphite spheres (ABB Atom/Siemens design), incorporating the fissile materiaI. The MHTGR utilises enriched
uranium/thorium in spherical grains, which are encapsulated in a porous buffer iayer and
a silicon carbide coating sandwiched between the two layers of pyrolytic carbon. The
thermal capacity of this moderator/fuel structure is high, and there is a considerable margin
between the normal operating temperature (700-1050 °C fuel temperature) and the
temperature at which fuel or structuraI failure would be expected (beginning at 1600 °C).
While dependence on engineered safeguards is hot completely eliminated, the dependence
is greatly reduced compared to current reactor types. The MHTGR is envisioned as a
80-180 MWe modular reactor, suitable for co-production of electricity and process steam
[46-50].
Both PlUS and MHTGR are characterised by multiple active systems for normal power
control, and the most elaborate passive safety features to guarantee nuclear safety. They
form a radical departure from current nuclear technology. Therefore a demonstration stage
is needed. The probability of core damage is extremely low. For instance the frequency of
severe core damage is estimated at 5.10.7 per year for the US design MHTGR [49,50]. In
anaIytical studies of the behaviour of the PIUS reactor no potential for core melt accidents
has been found [45]. Apart from the risk of sabotage core melt frequency for PlUS can be
considered as negligible.
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Tabla 3.1. EPRl general design raquirernents forALWRs.
Subject area

Requirement

Plant type and size

PWR or BWR, applicable to a range of sizes up to 1350
MWe:
- Reference size for evolutionary ALWR: 1200-1300 MWe
- Referenee size for passiva ALWR: 600 MWe

Safety system concept

Simplified safety system concepts:
- Evolutionary ALWR: simplified, improved active systems
- Passiva ALWR: primarily passive systems; safety related
ac electric power shall hot be required

Plant design life

60 years

Design philosophy

Simple, rugged, high design margin, based on proven
teehnology; no prototype needed

Tabla 3.2. EPRlsafety requirements forALWRs.
Subject area

Requirement

Accident resistance

Design features which minimize occurrence and severity
of initiating events:
- Fuel thermal margin ~ 15%
- S]ower p]ant response to upset conditions (increased
coolant inventory)
- Use of best available materials

Core damage prevention

Design features which prevent initiating events from
progressing to core damage

Core damage frequency
LOCA protection
Station blaekout
Operator aetion

Demonstrate by PSA that core damage frequency is ~ 10.5
per year
No fuel damage for up to a 6-inch break (150 mm)
No core damage for at least 8 hours; indefinite for passive
ALWR
For passive ALWR no eore protection regulatory limits
exceeded for at least 72 hours

~itigation
Severe accident freq.

Demonstrate by PSA that the whole body dose is ~0.25
sievert at site boundary for severe accidents with
cumulative frequency ~ 10~6 per year
Containment design
Large, rugged containment building with design pressure
based on a design basis accident1)
Containment margin
Margin in containment design is sufficient to maintain
containment integrity and ]ow leakage during a severe
accident
1) Design basis accidents (DBAs) represent certain ]imiting conditions which it shoul~
be possible to overcome without e×cessive consequences to the environment [41
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Table3.3.
Type

Maincharacteristicsofreactorgenerations.
Country

Evolutionary USA, Europe,
ALWR
Japan

Electric
power
[MWe netI

Passive
safety
features

Fuel
Expeeted to
utilisation1/ be commercial
around2)

900-1300

modest
scale

normal

1982-1992

Passive
ALWR

USA, Europe,
Japan

<600

large
extent

norma]

]995+

PlUS

Sweden, italy

<600

Maximum
extent

normal

2000+

MHTGR

USA, Europe

80-]80

maximum
extent

efficient

2000+

]) The fuel utilisation grade in current LWRs is used as reference; the MHTGR provides
a better fuel utilisation
2) Start of construction of the first commercial unit
Table3.4. MainperformanceobjectivesofevolutionaryALWRs.
APWR
(Westingh.)
Eleetric power [MWe gross]
]350
Construction schedule1) [months]
48
Avai]ability [%]
90
Daily ]oad fo]lowing range [%]
50-100
Power density [kW/l]
hot availab]e
2)
Core melt probability [PMY]
] .5
Occupational exposure [man-sievert/y]
<13)
Solid nuclear waste [drums/y]
<100
]) First concrete pouring to commercia] operation
2) Per Million reactor Years
3) Recentiy revised downwards to 0.5 man-sievert/year

ABWR (GE)
1350
48
90
50-100
50.6
0.4
<1
<100

Table 3.5. Main performance objectives of passive ALWRs.
AP600
Electric power [MWe]
Construction schedule1) [months]
Availability [%]
Power density [kW/1]
Core melt probability [PMY]2)

600
42
90
76.2
1.3
Occupational exposure [man-sievert/y]
0.7
3
Solid nuclear waste [m /y]
42.5
1) First concrete pouring to commercial operation
2) Per Million reactor Years
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SBWR
600
36
90
42
<1
<0.85
<72

SIR
400
30
90
54.6

4. ECONOMICALLY ACCEPTABLE INVESTMENT
COSTS
4.1 Introduction
In order to capture a substantial marker share of electricity generation, nuclear power has
to compete with fossil fired power. In the Nether]ands new nuclear power plants could be
ordered before 2000, if public and politica] attitude towards nuclear energy would support
such a decision. Competition between nuclear and coal fired power is analysed for the
years 2000 and 2015. Because firm plans for nuclear capacity in 2000 are unavai]able,
calculations for this year are hypothetical. Economically acceptable nuclear investment
costs are derived, starting from advanced coal fired power plants tobe commissioned in
2000 and 20]5, and based on annualised costs for a 30 year economic lire.

Nuclear reactors entering service in 2000 are most likely evolutionary or passive ALWRs.
In 20 ] 5 third generation reactors like PlUS and MHTGR could be commercially availabie.
The MHTGR is hot ana]ysed here because of uncertainties in the price tag of the different
fuel cycle. The reference nuclear power plant is assumed to have the same uranium
requirements as current LWRs. Since a design with a higher fuel efficiency wouId involve
additional capital costs, the net cost benefits probably wou]d be smaIl. Sensitivity of nuclear
investment costs is ana]ysed for variations in reaI interest rare and coal price (section
4.4.2.)~
Cost estimate guidelines have been used as far as app]icabie [51]. Costs are in 1990
currency, unless otherwise stated. The $ exchange rare is Dfl 1.82, which is the average
for 1990.

4.2 Coal fired electricity generation
4.2.1 Efficiency
Environmental requirements for SO2 and NOx can be met by either adding flue gas
desulphurisation to a conventional coal fired power plant, or constructing an Integrated
Coal Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) plant. Conventional coal fired power piants are
fed with pulverised coal and equipped with 85-90% efficient desulphurisation processes,
producing marketable gypsum. They have a net energy efficiency of some 40%. Future
coal fired power plants will be IGCCs, exhibiting higher efficiencies and lower SO2
emissions than conventional coal fired plants. A demonstration IGCC at Buggenum with a
net rating of 250 MWe and a projected 43% net efficiency, is due to come online in 1993.
SuIphur is captured as elemental sulphur with 98% efficiency [52].
IGCC is believed to offer scope for efficiency improvement due to development of
gasturbine technoIogy. In 1992 large stationary gasturbines will l~ave a capacity of nearIy
200 MWe and a simple cycle efficiency of over 35% [53]. The associated net efficiency of
an IGCC power plant will be about 45%. Higher gasturbine in]et temperatures could boost
simple cyc[e 9asturbine efficiency to as high as 39% by 2000 [54]. Projected combined
cycle efficiency (IGCC) is 46~48% in 2000 and 48-50% in 2015, taking full advantage of
improved gasturbine techno[ogy, as shown in Table 4.1.

Coal fired power p]ants with higher steam temperatures and pressures, involving improved
materials for steam pipes, could offer similar efficiencies. In Denmark the next coaI fired
power plant, due to come on line in 1992, is expected to attain a net efficiency of 45.3%,
and a following unit 47.5% [55]. A]temative]y, combining a conventional coal fired power
pIant with a closed helium cycle (helium topping) could boost gross efficiency to at least
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47% 156,57]. Advanced coal fired power plants could benefit from research and development programs at energy research institutes, for instance at ECN. Such programs focus
on less expensive and more efficient regenerative processes, producing sulphur instea~l of
gypsum, and nitrogen from NOx. So several routes lead to highly efficient coal fired power
plants I58].

4.2.2 Costs
Total investment cost of the Buggenum demonstration plant - inclusive of Interest During
Construction (IDC) - wiIl be Dfl 3400/kWe, which is about 50% more than for a conventional coal fired power plant. The demonstration character of the plant is responsible for
toost of the additional costs, lnvestment cost of a first commercial IGCC could be Dfl
2700/kWe, which is 20% more than for a conventional coal fired power plant [52].
For practical reasons construction costs, exclusive of IDC, are used initially and IDC is
added afterwards, subject to the construction schedule assumed. They are projected to fall
from Dfl 2800/kWe in 2000 to Dfl 2400/kWe in 2015 (with a margin of Dfl 200/kWe), due
to anticipated cost savings from improved gasification technoIogy, optimisation, and
standardisation. Costs of decommissioning, which are relatively low, are included in those
figures. Costs of operation and maintenance will be about Dfl 87/kWe per year [591, and
construction time - first concrete to commercial operation - will be about 4 years. Table
4.1 presents IGCC efficiencies and construction costs.

4.2.3 Coal price projections
Long term coal price projections show an increased price level resulting from higher labour
costs as well as deeper coal seams. Transportation costs are supposed to be stable, as
more efficient coaI carriers will offset price escalations of fuel oil. Projected coai prices of
the Ministry of Economic Affairs (November 1987) have been used for this study, viz.
$45.8-56/ton in 2000 and $49.8-64/ton in 20~0 [60]. The $ exchange rare is adapted to
the average level of the year 1990, so prices in Dfl/GJ are similar to those of the Ministry
of Economic Affairs. To obtain average prices for the periods 2000-2030 and 2015-2045
these prices have been extrapolated to 20~5 and 2030, and a surcharge is added - Dfl
0.2/GJ - to compensate for processing of slag in building materials [61], as shown in Table
4.2.
The years 2015 and 2030 correspond with half the assumed economic lifetime of coal fired
power plants, commissioned in 2000 and 2015 respectively. The coal prices in 2015 and
2030 are used as mean values for the periods 2000-2030 and 2015-2045 respectively.
The increase of the coal prices is equivalent with an average growth of 1.0-1.8%/year for
coal delivered at the power plant, which is deemed a sufficient incentive for increased
worldwide coal production, covering a range of production forecasts.
To these coal prices a carbon tax could be added in order to stimulate energy conservation,
renewable energy, or possibly nuclear energy. The level and timing of carbon taxes is still
very uncertain. Alternatively CO2 could be captured and stored. CO2 removal wilI increase
electricity generation costs due to higher capital costs and a significant efficiency drop.
Some large geologic structures - depleted natural gas fields - should be available. Neither
carbon taxes nor CO;~ removal are accounted for in this analysis. They certainly need
further assessment.
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4.3 Nuclear electricity generation
4.3.1 lntroduction
Nuclear electricity generation costs comprise capital costs (resulting from initial investment costs), costs of the nuclear fuel cycle, and costs of operation, maintenance and
insurance. In th~s study economically acceptabie nuclear investment costs are calculated.
Therefore several cost items have tobe assessed except for investment costs. Some costs
are well known (natural uranium, enrichment). However others can oniy be estimated with
considerable uncertainty, notably costs of decommissioning and finai disposal of nuclear
waste. If their contribution to the total generation costs is smaIl, this uncertainty is
acceptable.
The following nuclear fuel cycle costs are d~stinguished:
Uranium;
Conversion;

Enrichment;
Fuel fabrication;
Reprocessing and transport;
Decommissioning of the nuclear power plant, and;
l~inal disposal of nuclear waste.
Finally costs of operation, maintenance and insurance are added to come on a par with
coal fired electricity generation.

4.3.2 Uranium price projections
Uranium resources are tobe found in a few countries, notably the USSR, Canada, Australia,
South Africa, and the USA ]62,63], as illustrated by Table 4.3. During recent years uranium
production lagged behind demand because of drawdown of inventories. Large uranium
stocks, amounting to four years of nuclear plant requirements, were built up due to plant
cancellations, construction schedule slippages, and unscheduled plant outages. Stocks will
presumably be at normal levels around 2000 [64,65].
In the USA and Western Europe nuclear ordering stopped or slowed down, sometimes due
to market saturation. Nuclear capacity still shows steady growth in the Far East. Most of
the growth will materiaIize in the near future from nuclear reactors under construction, on
order, or firmly planned. Due to the projected growth of nuclear capacity, uranium demand
will probably increase with 1.5%/year on average between 1989 and 2005 [62,66], as
shown in Table 4.4. The resulting uranium demand can be met by:
Uranium mined in the Western Hemisphere;
Import from the LISSR and China;
Drawdown of uranium stockpiles;
Use of recycled plutonium (Pu) and uranium (Rep U) from reprocessing plants, and;
Developing and commercialising laser enrichment, enabling substitution of enrichment for uranium (section 4.3.4.) [67].
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Although current uranium production capacity will be sufficient to meer demand during this
decade, new mines should be constructed around 2000. These will mostly be located in
those countries which host the established producers of low cost uranium, i.e. less than
S80/kg U [64[.
Recent estimations of uranium production costs show that less than half of current demand
can be produced at <$65/kg U, which is the 1987 long term contract price. This implies
that the major part of uranium production is hot economic at present market prices [64].
Therefore prices are expected to recover from the present low level, reaching $80/kg U in
2000, and increasing with 1.5-2.5%/year after 2000 [68[, as shown in Table 4.5. These
prices are considered sufficient to cope with depletion of resources. Uranium prices of 2015
are used as mean vaIues for nuclear reactors commissioned in 2000, and uranium prices
of 2030 are used as mean values for reactors commissioned in 2015.
For uranium Reasonably Assured Resources (RAR) and Estimated Additional Resources
(EAR) are supposed to be mineable at $130/kg U or less (Table 4.3). Current RAR will
mostly be depleted in 2030, if production would level off in 2000. A continued increase of
uranium production would entail earlier depletion.
At current marker prices uranium costs of LWRs are relatively low, amounting to 5% of
nuclear generation costs, and they will remain modest for the next deeades. Options to
cope with depletion of Iow cost uranium range from extending the resource base to
improving uranium utilisation. Depending on the extent of the resource base and fuel
utilisation in LWRs, new reactor types with enhanced fuel efficiency could become
commercial.

4.3.3 Conversion
LWRs use slightly enriched uranium. For current uranium enrichment processes naturaI
uranium has tobe transformed into the gaseous uraniumhexafluoride (UF6). Conversion
is a highly competitive marker with a large overcapacity. Long term contract prices vary
from $4.50 to $7.50/kg U [63]. The conversion market continues to be dominated by the
imba[ance between capacity and demand [64]. Conversion prices are expected to stabilize
at a level of $8/kg U during the next decades /68]. In order to use uranium from
reprocessing plants, Rep U has tobe reconverted into UF6 before enrichment. Conversion
of Rep U is more costly than for natural uranium ($21 versus $8/kg U) [69,70].

4.3.4 Uranium enrichment
The enrichment market in the OECD is characterised bya 36% surplus, and this surplus
will remain until the turn of the eentury [71]. Enrichment capacity is based on gaseous
diffusion and ultracentrifuge separation. Ultracentrifuge enrichment will graduaily increase
its marker share by extension of existing plants in Western Europe, and new plants in the
USA and Japan. In the next ten years enrichment prices for long terra contracts will
probably stabilize at $100/kg SWU (Separative Work Unit) [70].
After 2000 long term contract prices wilI depend on the costs of the evolving mix of
enrichment technoLo~ies. The toost efficient laser enriehment processes enable lower rails,
by extrecting more 2:}5U from natural uranium, and permit use of existing tails. Due to their
high selectivity they are particularly appropriate for enriching Rep U [72,73]. Some studies
suggest that a small iaser enrichment production facility could be built by 1995-2000,
followed by commercial introduction [72,74,75]. Only one of the two possible routes for
laser enrichment needs conversion into UF6 [72]. Enrichment costs are estimated as
follows:
Gaseous diffusion: $105/kg SWU;
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Ultracentrifuge: $95/kg SWU in 1990, decreasing linearly to $80/kg SWU in 2005 and
beyond (~due to further development), and;
Laser: $50/kg SWU, inclusive of conversion into UF6 I71 ].
Optimistic predictions of the market share for laser enrichment are nearly 30% in 2005
I641. Assuming more moderate marker shares, enrichmant costs could be reduced by
45~50% compared to present long term contract prices, as shown in Table 4.6.

4.3.5 Fuel fabrication
Fuel fabrication is a relatively stable, hi9hly competitive market. Current overcapacity
amounts to 30%. Fuel performance and utilisation will continue to improve steadily during
the next decade [64]. lncreasing burn-up from about 33 to 50 MWd/k9 U, combined with
a higher initial enrichment, is economically attractive, mainly because of a reduced number
of fuel assemblies required [76]. If costs of replacement power are high, there is a strong
incentive for a burn-up strategy well above 50 MWd/kg L1, thereby reducing the unavailability due to refuelling [77].
With present fuel fabrication technology bum-up could be extended to 50 MWd/kg U with
only minor cost additions. Above this level further innovations will be needed [64,76].
Fabrication costs of fuel with a burn-up of 35 MWd/kg U are estimated at $220/kg U
[68,70]. Fuel fabrication of reprocessed Pu is denoted as MOX-fuel (Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Oxide). Cost estimations vary from $550 to $1000/k~ HM (Heavy ~etal, i.e. U or Pu)
[64,78]. Fabrication costs of Rep U will probably be $30/kg U higher than for natura]
uranium [69,78]. For all three categories of fuel a burn-up of 35 MWd/kg HM is assumed,
although a bum-up of 50 MWd/kg HM has been demonstrated for uranium and MOX-fuel
[79-81]. Fuel fabrication costs, inc]usive of the associated insurance costs, are estimated
as follows:
Uranium: $220/kg Ll;
MOX-fue]: $750/kg HM, and;
Rep U: $250/kg U.

4.3.6 Reprocessing and transport
In France and the UK spent fuel from a |arge number of West European nuclear power
plants is reprocessed to recycle Pu and U. Savings of natural uranium decrease with higher
bum-up, falling from about 35% at 33 MWd/kg U to about 25% at 50 MWd/kg U [76].
Pub[~shed reprocessing costs are $800-900/kg HM [70,77,82,83]. lnvestment cost of the
latest extension of the reprocessing plant at la Hague (France) - unit UP3 with a capacity
of 800 ton HM/year - was FF 27.6 billion, which is about $5.5 billion [84]. A reprocessing
plant of the same capacity in Japan, due to become operational in 1997, has the same
projected investment cost [85].
Reprocessing costs are supposed tobe $700~ 1000/kg HM, inclusive of three years interim
storage before reprocessing, and vitrification of High Level Waste (HLW). Vitrification is
incorporation of HLW in a glass form. All of the radioactive waste - Low Level Waste (LLW),
lntermediate Level Waste (ILW), and High Level Waste (HLW) ~ will presumably be
retumed to the customer. In reprocessing costs no credit is given to the arising Pu and Rep
LI. At current uranium prices such a credit would be slightly negative, because the cost
benefit from lower uranium and enrichment costs is more than compensated by higher
conversion and fuel fabrication costs. So neglecting the value of Pu and Rep LI can be
justified as iong as uranium prices are not extremely high.
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Transport costs are ma~nly related to transport of spent fuel to the reprocessing plant and
transport of v~trificated I~LW to the repository. These costs are estimated at DM 130~
160/kg HM and DM 400/kg HM respectively [86]. So for transport costs the figure of
Df1630/kg HM is assumed.
At current uranium prices reprocessing is considered to be less economic than direct
disposal of spent fuel, which is thought to 30-35% cheaper than reprocessing [70,86I.
Because calculations cover the period 2000-2045, reprocessing is considered as the
reference technology. Using direct diposal of spent fuel instead of reprocessing would hot
greatly influence the results.

4.3.7 Decommissioning
After final shutdown a nuclear power plant has to be decommissioned, i.e. dismantling the
nuclear facility, removing the radioactive components from the site, and reducing the
residual radioactivity to permit release of the property for unrestricted use. The method
toost often selected is complete and immediate dismantlement in three stages during a
period of six years, including two years of preparatory work before shutdown [87]. In the
UK other concepts are reviewed, rang~ng from deferring the final stages of decommissioning to sidestepping them altogether by building mounds over the redundant nuclear plants.
However leaving partially dismantled plants unàer surveillance - for instance by remote
control - for 100 years or more, or "Iandscaping" redundant plants could be controversial
[881. Besides the value of the nuclear plant site should be considered.
There is little experience in decommissioning commercial nuclear reactors. The largest
dismantled LWR is the 72 MWe US Shippingport reactor. It was decided to remove the
reactor pressure vessel in one piece. This method could be practised in future decommissioning projects, although certainly hot in all cases I89,90]. Decommissioning was
finished in September 1989, and costs ($92 million) were within budget [91].
Several decommissioning studies have been performed. Decommissioning gas-cooled
Magnox reactors (UK) and HTGRs like the German HTGR-300 could be very costly I92,931.
Decommissioning costs of LWRs are expected tobe more moderate. Reactor pressure
vessels of two Finnish PWRs will probabIy be removed in one piece. AII of the plants’
radioactive parts will be disposed of in a repository, which is envisioned as a rock cavem
at a depth of 100 m below the plant site. The packed nuclear waste volume of the Finnish
PWRs is 12400 m3 [94]. Decomissioning cost projections of ì~innish and German LWRs
show much similarity [94,95]. Costs of decommissioning 12 Swedish LWRs are expected
tobe relatively low due to apparently low disposal costs (~6% of totaI costs) in comparison
with the German report (30%, inclusive of packages) I961. Decommissioning cost projections are shown in Table 4.7.
One of the features of passive ALWRs is the relatively low power density and large water
inventory of the reactor coolant system. The SIR design shows an extremely low neutron
flux at the reactor pressure vessel, resulting in a negligible radiation embrittlement. Within
one year of final shutdown the reactor vessel will be rated as ’Very Low Level Waste’ under
UK classifications. Therefore decommissioning should be relatively easy [38,40]. Also the
PlUS reactor is supposed to offer unique advantages when it comes to decommissioning
I41 ]. Decommissioning problems could also be alleviated by careful selection of material
during construction to minimize trace element content [97].
Decommissioning costs depend on reactor type as well as on eventual deferment [981.
Costs of complete decommissioning in a few years after shutdown, inclusive of final
disposal of nuclear waste, are estimated at Dfl 450-900/kWe, which is thougth to be
representative of evolutionary ALWRs. For two scenarios the Iower figure is used, based
on cost projections for Finnish and German LWRs. The higher figure is used for the third
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scenario. Dufing the economic lire of a nuclear reactor a decommissioning fund is raised,
starting with a fraction of the above mentioned costs at the commissioning stage, and
assuming that the accumuIated interest will be sufficient to reach the required funding.

4.3.8 Final disposal of nuclear waste
Nuclear waste is generated in several stages of the fuel cycle:
Uranium mining;
Nuclear electricity generation;
Reprocessing, and;
Decommissioning of nucIear power plants.
Radioactive waste from mining and milling is hot considered hem. AII of the nuclear waste,
arising from reprocessing of spent fuel, will be retumed to the client. Costs of final disposal
of decommissioning waste have been included in decommissioning costs. However some
of these costs shouid be considered in an eaflier stage, notably the investment cost of a
repository. Therefore disposal costs of decommissioning waste will be singled out, and
decommissioning ¢osts will be reduced by that amount.
Volumes of nuclear waste depend on the installed r~udear capacity. In the Netherlands an
installed capacity of 3500 MWe, including 500 MWe of existing capacity, and 30 years of
operation are assumed. Two disposaI strategies are considered [99,100]:
Strategy B with 50 years of intermediate storage, and final disposal from 2080 to
2090;
Strategy C with 10 years of intermediate storage, and final disposal starting in 2010
and ending in 2040.
Nuclear waste voiumes for these strategies, shown in TabIe 4.8., are consistent with
projections for operational waste of passive ALWRs (Table 3.5) and for decommissioning
waste (section 4.3.7).
There are several options for final disposal of nuclear waste. Deep salt formations are
believed to be most relevant under Dutch geological conditions. Like other nuclear
activities final disposal of nuclear waste poses some risk due to the Mng half-life times of
High Level Waste (HLW).
There are some technical options to shorten the half-lire times of the most hazardous
actinides in HLW. Recently ECN engaged in an intemationaIly co-ordinated research
program to investigate those options.
Repositories in salt formations can be realised in several ways. Salt formations range from
relatively shallow salt domes to deeper salt cusl~ions and layers. Salt domes lend themselves to different disposal techniques. One involves disposal of Low and lntermediate
Level Waste (LLW and ILW) in a cavern, and disposal of HLW in deep boreholes in the salt
dome from ground Ievel. The other involves disposal of LLW and ILW in a mine in the salt
dome, and disposal of HLW in boreholes sunk from the mine.
Results of a recent assessment of costs of final disposaI I101] for varying strategies and
techniques are shown in Table 4.9. Strategy C’ differs only slightly from strategy C:
Final disposal of LLW/ILW starts in 2000 instead of 2010, and;
Final disposal of HLW will be demonstrated before implementation of [arge scale
disposal.
Because there is no evidence which strategy or technique would be preferred, the most
expensive concept is chosen as reference technology. This is strategy C’ with nuclear
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waste disposal in a mine in a salt dome. Projected costs are Dfl 1.72 billion for 3500 MWe
of nuclear capacity during 30 years of operation. It is assumed that 75% of investment and
operational costs can be attributed to waste from nuclear power plants, reprocessing, and
civil waste, and the remaining 25% to decommissioning waste. This means that decom~
missioning costs (Dfl 450-900/kWe) should be reduced by that amount (leaving a range
of Dfl 327- 777/kWe).

4.3.90peration, maintenance, and insurance
Costs of operation and maintenance of ALWRs have been put at 0.9-1.3 ¢/kWh ($ 1988),
as opposed to 0.6 ¢/kWh for coal fired power plants I68,1021. EPRI set operation and
maintenance cost goals for evolutionary and passive ALWRs at 1.3 and 1.6 ¢/kWh
respectively I20], which is equivalent with 2.42-2.98 ct/kWh. Operation and maintenance
costs of nuclear reactors are generally assumed to be 50-100% higher than for coaI fired
power plants. The latter are put at Dfl 87/kWe, or 1.32 ct/kWh at 75% capacity factor.
Nuclear operation, maintenance, and insurance costs are assumed to be 2.42-2.98
ct/kWh. The figure of 2.42 ct/kWh is used for two scenarios, the higher figure of 2.98
ct/kWh for the "H~~ scenario.

4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Main results
For the economic assessment the following data have been used:
Economic lire
EPR! uses a figure of 30 years for the economic lire of an ALWR [20]. Although plant
design lire is 60 years, operating licences are generally limited to 30-40 years of
operation. Apart from the necessity of major overhaul after 30 years (section 3.2.), a
renewed operating licence would be required.
Construction time
Projected construction schedules for evolutionary and passive ALWRs are 48 and 30
months respectively, as shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Konvoi plants (S~emens) have
heen built in a schedule of 5 to 5.5 years [103,1041. Construction time of a nuclear
power plant is put at 5 years (4 years for IGCC).
Plant load factor
Maximum availability for LWRs varies from 85 to 90%, based on planned outages of
15% of time [20,105]. If unplanned outages and periods of lower than rated power are
considered, the maximum plant Ioad factor is 80%. Worldwide cumulative nuclear
load factors vary from 63% for BWRs to 66% for PWRs. For the plant load factor a
range of 70-80% with a median value of 75% is assumed. This range is consistent with
LWR performance in West European countries, among which the Netherlands I211.
Real interest rate
Calculations are based on a 5% averaged rea] interest rate. In order to analyse the
sensitivity of economically acceptable investment costs for interest rate changes, also
rates of 3 and 7% are used. In a recent assessment of nuclear and coal fired electricity
generation the range is 3-5% [106].
Main results from calculations, based on annualised costs, are shown in Table 4.10.
Different assumptions do hot result in large differences in allowable investment costs
(inclusive of IDC and initial fuel), except for scenario "L". Economically acceptable nuclear
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investment costs are roughly equal fat 2000 and 2015. lnitial fuel costs - naturaI uranium,
conversion into UF6, enrichment, and fuel fabrication fat 2 years of operation - amount to
Dfl f75/kWe in 2000 and Dfl 200/kWe in 2015 I107].
Nuclear investment costs should be Dfl 4300/kWe or less, in order to be competitive with
advanced coal fired power plants. The comparison is based on current technology or
projections of future technology. Recently assessments of CO2 removal technology fat
fossil fired power plants were completed [108-111]. However CO2 removal is hot accounted for in this report.

4.4.2 Sensitivity analysis
The reference scenarios are based on 5% real interest. Two other rates - 3 % and 7 % - are
used for sensitivity analysis. Economically acceptable investment costs in 2000 and 2015
are shown in Table 4.11. At a 3% real interest rate investment costs may be 0-7% higher
than for the base case. At a 7% real interest rate nuclear investment costs have to be 0-4%
lower. Besides the effect of substitution of average coal prices by low and high coal prices
in scenario "M" is analysed. Table 4.11 shows that high coal prices result in 10-14% higher
acceptable investment costs. So the effect of higher coal prices could be appreciable.
The foIIowing conclusions are drawn with respect to economically acceptable nuclear
investment costs:
Generally investment costs should be Dfl 4300/kWe or less;
If 3 and 7% interest rates would be considered as realistic 30 year averages, investment costs might be 0-7% higher and 0-4% lower respectively in order to be competitive;
If high coal prices are substituted in scenario "M", investment costs should be Dfl
4680/kWe or Iess in 2000 and Dfl 4830/kWe or less in 2015.

4.4.3 Discussion
Economically acceptable nuclear investment costs should be linked with data on actual
building costs. Konvoi plants (Siemens) have the following investment costs:
< DM 4.75 billion for the 1287 MWe net Isar-2 plant (1988) [1031;
< DM 5 billion for the 1244 MWe net Kmsland plant (1988) [104].
Investment costs prove tobe approximately DM 3850/kWe, which translates into approximately Dfl 4375/kWe (1990 currency). Another nuclear power plant fat which projected
investment costs are published, is the 1065 MWe net Sizewell-B plant. It is a first of a kind
pIant, to be commissioned in 1995. Investment costs wilI be some £ 2.03 billion (April
1987) [112], which is equivalent to approximately Dfl 6500/kWe (1990 currency).
Konvoi, which is a standardised evolutionary ALWR, could be considered as representative
of this class of reactors, lnvestment costs are within the range of economically acceptable
investment costs. Projected investment costs for Sizewell-B are clearly beyond that range.
So a standardised nuclear power plant is necessary for economic performance.
These conclusions could also apply to passive ALWRs and PlUS type reactors. They offer
scope for a substantial reduction of the number of active systems, such as pumps and
valves, and associated costs [113]. Modular fabrication of the plants will tend to shorten
construction schedule and reduce capital costs. However passive ALWRs need large
emergency cooling inventories, and their smaller size will enable Iess scale effects than in
the case of evolutionary ALWRs. They offer a higher degree of inherent safety, so they
could be more readily acceptable to licensing authorities.
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Table 4.1. Efficiency and construction cost projections for a 600 MWe Integrated Coal
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) plant.
2015])

20001/

Efficiency [net, %1
Construction cost2)
IDfl/kWe]

L

M

H

L

M

H

46

47

48

48

49

50

2600

2800

3000

2200

2400

2600

1) First year of commercial operation
2) Exclusive of interest During Construction (IDC)

Table 4.2~ Coal prices 1987-2030, based on extrapolation of projections of the Ministry of
Economie Affairs.
2000
L

2015

M

H

L

M

2030
H

L

M

H

CIF-price I$/GJ]1/ 2.15 2.34 2.63

2.44

2.79 3.22

2.77

3.33

3.93

At power plant]/
[Dfl/GJI

4.95

5.58 6.36

5.54

6.56

7.66

4.42

4.76 5.30

1) CoaI prices CIF-ARA (Cost, Insurance, Freight, Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerpen) have
heen translated into prices deIivered at the power plar~t, presuming delivery costs of
Dfl 8/ton (26.3 G J/ton), and compensation for utilisation of coal slag (Dfl 0.2/G J) I61]

Table 4.3.

World uranium ~~oduction and resources, exclusive of the USSR, China, and
Eastern EuropeIJ.
Production 1989

Australia
Canada
Western Europe
Africa
USA
Others
Total

Reasonably Assured
Estimated Additional
Resources <$130/kg U Resources <$130/kg U

[1000 t U]

[%1

HO00 t U]

[%]

3.8
11.0
3.7
10.5
4.6
.4
33.9

] 1.2
32.4
10.9
30.8
13.6
1.1

538
235
148.9
769.4
377.5
250.6
2319

23.2
10.1
6.4
33.2
16.3
10.8

[1000 t U]

[%]

393
30.4
204
15.8
91.2
7.1
482.2
37.3
2)
(903.8) 122.2
9.5
1292

1) Based on "Uranium, resources, production and demand", NEA, Paris (1990) [62]
2) lnc~ud~ng inferred resources, which are speculati.ve
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Table 4.4. Projected world uranium demand, exclusive of the USSR, China, and Eastern
Europe.
1000 t U/year]

1989

1995

2000

2005

North America
Western Europe
Fat East
Others

15.30
17.06
7.64
1.55
41.54

15.0 - 16.5
16.7 - 18.3
9.9 - 11.3
2.0- 1.4

16.3 - 17.1
18.4 - 19.4
11.0 - 13.2
3.2- 2.1

16.1 - 16.8
18.2 - 19.7
14.6 - 14.4
4.0- 1.7

43.6 - 47.5

49.0 - 51.8

52.9 - 52.6

Total

1) Based on "Uranium, resources, production and demand", NEA, Paris (1990) [62],
and Uranium lnstitute estimates [66]

Table 4..5. Projected uranium prices 1987-2030, based on a price increase of 1.5-2.~5% per
year from 2000.
1987 2000

2015

[$/kg U]
Long term contract price

65

80

2030

L

M

H

100

108

116

L

M

H

125 145

168

Table 4.6. Projected market share of enrichment technologies and long term enrichment
costs 1990-2030.
1990

2000

2015

2030

L

M

H

L

M

H

Market share1)
Gaseous diffusion [%]

90

65

20

25

30

Ultracentrifuge I%]

10

35

30

35

50

15

20

30

-

50

40

20

85

80

70

98

70

74

81

54

56

59

Laser enrichment [%]
Enrichment costs
[S/kg SWU1

104

1) Exclusive of the USSR, China and Eastern Europe
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Table4.7. Projecteddecommissioningcostsofnuclearreactors.
Country

Type

No

Power
[MWe net]

Decommissioning costs
[locaI
currency]

[Dfl]

[Dfl/kWe]

cooled
reactors
~IK

Magnox1)

2

3341)

0.35.109 1.14.109

3400

FRG

THTR-300

1

303

0.50.109 0.57.109

1880

Finland

]?WR

2

880

0.80"109

0.40.109

450

FRG

PWR

1

1145

0.39.109

0.45.109

390

BWR

1

771

0.47"109

0.54.109

700

LWR

12

9650

7.09.109 2.42.109

250

LWRs

Sweden

1) Berkeley reactors for which stage 3 decommissioning will be cleferred for 100 years

Table 4.8. Volume of power station waste (nuclear capaeity 3500 MWe, 30 years of
operation) and civil nuclear waste.
Strategy B [m3]

Strategy C [m3]

Civil nuclear waste (hospitals etc)

10500

5500

LLW/ILW from nuclear power plants1)

30700

30700

- LLW/1LW

360
3550
13000

360
3560
13000

Decommissioning waste

45200

45200

Nuclear waste from reprocessing:
~ HLW2)
- HAVA3)

~) Low Level Waste (LLW) and lntermediate Level Waste (ILW)
2) High Level Waste (HLW) is vitrificated nuclear waste
3) HAVA is non-vitrificated nuclear waste from reproeessing
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Table 4.9. Costs of investment and operation of final disposal of nuclear waste (nuclear
capacity 3500 MWe, 30 years of operation), inclusive of civil nuclear waste.
million DflI

Dry caverns in salt dome,
boreholes from ground level

Mine in salt dome, boreholes from
the mine

Strat. B

Strat. C

Strat. B

Investment cost
Operational cost

335
320

335
725

485
405

485
1235

TotaI

655

1060

890

1720
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Strat. C’

Table 4. I O. Main results of the economic comparison of nuclear and coal fired power plants.
Period 2000-2030
L

M

Period 2015~2045
H

L

M

H

Coal
Efficiency [%]
Construction cost [Dfl/kWeI
Op., maint. & ins. [Dfl/kWe/y]
Fuel IDfl/GJI
Carbon tax [Dfl/ton C]
Construction schedule IY]
Economie lire [y]
Load factor [-]
Interest rate [%]
Capital [ct/kWh]
Op., maint. & ins. [ct/kWh]
Fuel [et/kWh]
Total [ct/kWh]

46
2600
87
4.97
l~.m.
4
30
.70
5
3.04
1.42
3.89
8.35

47
2800
87
5.64
p.m.
4
30
.75
5
3.06
1.32
4.32
8.70

48
3000
87
6.44
p.m.
4
30
.80
5
3.07
1.24
4.83
9.14

48
2200
87
5.54
p.m.
4
30
.70
5
2.57
1.42
4.16
8.15

49
2400
87
6.56
p.m.
4
30
.75
5
2.62
1.32
4.82
8.76

50
2600
87
7.66
p.m
4
30
.80
5
2.66
1.24
5.52
9.42

30
2.42
1.71
337
140
11.7

30
2.42
1.87
337
140
11.7

30
2.98
2.03
777
140
11.7

30
2.42
1.74
337
140
11.7

30
2.42
1.95
337
140
11.7

30
2.98
2.17
777
140
11.7

Construction schedule [y]
Economic lire [y]
Load factor [-]
Interest rare [%]
Decommissioning & disposal
[ct/kWh]
Op., maint. & ins. [ct/kWh]
Fuel [ct/kWh]
Total [ct/kWh]
Capital [ct/kWh]

5
30
.70
5
0.42

5
30
.75
5
0.39

5
30
.80
5
0.46

5
30
.70
5
0.42

5
30
.75
5
0.39

5
30
.80
5
0.46

2.42
1.71
8.35
3.80

2.42
1.87
8.70
4.02

2.98
2.03
9.14
3.66

2.42
1.74
8.15
3.57

2.42
1.95
8.76
4.00

2.98
2.17
9.42
3.80

lnv. cost, incI. IDC and IF
[Dfl/kWe]

3760

4240

4120

3560

4240

4300

Nuclear
Efficiency [%]
Op., maint. & ins. [ct/kWh]
Fuel [ct/kWh]
Decommissioning [Dfl/kWe]
Waste disposal ~ fixed [Dfl/kWe]
- var. [Dfl/kWe/y]
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Table 4. I I. Economically aeceptable nuclear investment costs, inelusive of lDC and initial
fuel, entering service in 2000 and 2015 for different interest rates and coal priee
projections.
IDfl/kWe]

Period 2000-2030
1

M

3840
3760
3720

4390
4240
4160

Period 2015-2045
H

L

M

H

Interest rare
3%
5% (base case)
7%

4120
4120
4140

3730
3560
3470

4530
4240
4070

Coal price projection
1.0% increase/y
1.4%/y (base case)
1.75%/y

3880
4240
4680

3O

3700
4240
4830

4470
4300
4190

5. CONCLUSIONS
The TMI and Chemobyl accidents have undermined the reputation of nuclear power as a
safe technology for electricity generation. Safety characteristics of various reactors can
show large differences. Most of current LWRs, empIoyed in the western world, can fulfil
stringent safety requirements. Still there is a need for reactors with enhanced safety.
Therefore new reactor types are developed, which are primariIy based on passive safety.
However inherently safe reactors do hot exist. There is some risk, albeit sometimes
extremely iow, inherent to each reactor type.
Three types of reactors have been distinguished:
Evolutionary ALWRs;
Passive ALWRs, and;
PlUS and MHTGR.
Characteristics and core melt frequencies of these reactor types are shown in Table 5.1.
Direct comparison of eore melt frequencies is questionable, due to differences in scope,
models etc. Besides core melt frequencies form a poor measure for risk. So they can only
be considered as a first approximation of risk.
Evolutionary ALWRs are based on proven technology. They have heen built (Konvoi), are
unàer construction (b14) or firmly planned (ABWR). They are based on multiple safety
systems, which are mostly active. Core melt frequencies are in the range of 10 5 to 10°6
per year or less. Evidently evo~utionary ALWRs can be designed to meet the commonly
reqluired level of a core melt probabiIity ~ 10~~ per year (Table 5. ~ ).
Passive ALWRs, which are aiso based on proven teehnology, employ different safety
concepts:
An enlarged cooling capacity, which means more time to prevent or eventual~y cope
with core uncovery;
Substitution of active by passive safety systems, which need no electric power or
operator action;
Capability to withstand design basis accidents (for instance loss of all electrical
power) without any operator action for at least 72 hours.
Besides they offer more scope for simplification, which also adds to reIiability and safety.
Passive ALWRs are probably the safest reactors, which could be huilt within the next ten
years without the need for a prototype stage. Their core melt probabilities are expected to
be around 106 per year.
PlUS and MHTGR form the third generation of nuclear reactors. They are characterized by
the most consequent utiIization of passive safety. Because of their inherent safety characteristics, core melt accidents are highly unlikely or virtually impossible. In the case of the
MHTGR it is the combination of high fuel melt temperature and passive core cooling
capability which contributes to a projected core damage frequency < 106 per year. PlUS
has heen designed to prevent core melt accidents under any credible circumstances,
except for sabotage or military attack. This is accomplished by a unique passive flooding
system. Reiatively cool borated water wiIl enter the primary system and subsequently
trigger shutdown without any outside signal or power, in the case of abnormal operating
conditions. Therefore it can be stated that core meIt probability of PIUS will be negligible.
Both reactor types need a demonstration stage, and their commercialisation will be at least
5 years later than for passive ALWRs.
Future nuclear power plants have to compete with advanced coal fired power plants.
Economics of nuclear and coaI fired power plants are compared for the reference years
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2000 and 2015, based on annualised costs for a 30 year plant lire. lntegrated Coal
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is considered as the reference coal fired p~ant with a
projected net efficiency approaching 50% in 2015. It is concluded that investment costs
(inclusive of IDC and ~nitiaI fueI) of nuclear power plants should be generally Dfl 4300/kWe
or Iess. If uncertainties in variables are taken into account, there is a range of Dfl
3600-4300/kWe. For a scenario with higl~ coal prices economically acceptabIe nuclear
investment costs could be sti|l higher. Published data on standard~sed evolutionary ALWRs
like Konvoi suggest that investment costs are within that range. This is not the case for a
first of a kind plant |ike Sizewell-B. So for nuclear power to be competitive with ¢oal fired
power, a standardised nuclear reactor is needed.
It shouId be noted that CO2 removal at IGCC plants bas hot been taken into account. CO2
remova| wiIl influence the economie comparison toa large extent. Although there are some
recent assessments available, this opt~on deserves further analysis.
Passive ALWRs and PIUS type reactors could be as competitive as evo|ut~onary ALWRs.
They offer scope for a considerable reduction of pumps and va~ves. Modular fabrication of
the plant will reduce construction schedule and capital costs. However economy of scale
will be stoa|Ier than for evolutionary ALWRs. How these differences will influence investment costs ~s as yet uncertain.
Table 5.1. Characteristics and core meIt probabilities of generations of nuclear reactors.
Type

Commissioning of first Electric power
[MWe netI
commercial reactor

Core melt
probability [PMY]1/

Evolutionary ALWR
N4
Konvoi
Sizewell-B
APWR
ABWR

1994
1988
1993
1996

1400
1287
1065
1300
1300

~102)
1.5
1.2
1.5
0.4

600
600
400

1.3
<l
n.a.

~assive ALWR
- AP600

2000 (proj.)

- SBWR

2000/proj.~

- SIR

2000 (proj.)

PIUS & MHTGR
PlUS
MHTGR

2005+ (proj.)
2005+ (proj.)

1) Per Million reactor Years
2) For N4 as yet no PSA results are available
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600
80~180

negligible
0.5
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APPENDIX 1 List of acronyms
ABWR
ALWR
APWR
AP600
BWR
CMT
DBA
EAR
ECN
ENGINE
EPRI
FBR
EtAVA
HLW
HM
IDC
IF
~GCC
ILW
KEMA
KSA
LLW
LOCA
LWR
MHTGR
MOX
NRC
NSSS
PlUS
t~SA
PWR
RAR
Rep U
SBWR

SWU
TEPCO

Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (General EIectric)
Advanced Light Water Reactor
Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (Westinghouse)
Advanced Passive (Westinghouse)
Boiling Water Reactor
Core Makeup Tank
Design Basis Accident
Estimated Add~tional Resources
Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland
Energy Generation In the Natural Environment
US EIectric Power Research Institute
Fast Breeder Reactor
Hoog Actief Vast Afval
High Level Waste
Heavy Metal
Interest During Construction
lnitial Fuel
lntegrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle
Intermediate Level Waste
NV tot Keuring van Elektrotechnische Materialen
Kern Splijtings Afval (vitrificated HLW)
Low Level Waste
Loss Of Coolant Accident
Light Water Reactor
Modular High~Temperature Gas~cooled Reactor
M~xed Uranium~Plutonium Oxide
OS Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Process Inherent Ultimate Safety (ABI3)
Probabilist~c Safety Analysis
Pressurized Water Reactor
Reasonably Assured Resources
Reprocessed Uranium
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (General Electric)
Safe lntegraI Reactor (Combustion Engineering, Rolls-Royce and Associates,
UK Atomic Energy Authority)
Separative Work Unit
Tokyo Electric Power Corporation
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APPENDIX 3 Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor

(ApwR)

Status
The APWR is a Westinghouse/Mitsubishi Heavy lndustries design of an advanced PWR.
Although it was originaIIy developed for Japan, the design complies with the EPRI
requirements for evolutionary AI_WRs. The NRC licensing program is nearing completion.
Core design
The core design of the APWR incorporates low power density, spectral shift, and a radial
neutron reflector. Power density is 15 to 20% Iower than for conventional PWRs. This
enhances safety and increases safe operating margins.
Excess reactivity is controlled by varying the amount of moderator in the core (spectral
shift) instead of using control poisons for neutron absorption. This is achieved by displacing
water volume in the fuel lattice during the first part of the fuel cycle and returning it later in
the cycle. The effect is to ~ncrease neutron absorption in the fertile 238U, and to pïoduce
more plutonium. When additional reactivity is required later in the cycle, water displaeer
rods are removed.

The amount of fissile uranium and plutonium remaining at the end of the fuel cycle is about
the same as in a poison-controlled core. However, the initial core feed enrichment is Iower.
This ineens savings of approximately 8 percent in ore, anti 10 percent in enrichment
(separative work). Together with the other core features (radial neutron reflector), total fuel
cost savings of 20 percent are realised.
Safety
Safety is enhanced by:
Larger safety margins;
No core uncovery for breaks up to 150 mm in diameter;
blo valve realignment from injection to recirculætion phases (during a LOCA);
Four emergency feedwater pumps (two turbine driven) with no functions other than
safety;

Only safety functions assigned te the lntegrated Safeguards Systems’ fout mechanica!
subsystems;
Automatie steam generator tube rupture mitigation, which prevents steam generator
overfill by dumping to the Emergency Water Storage Tank (IEWST);
No requirement for power-operated relief valve operation during normaI transients;
Double containment, and;

Provision for loss of all AC power;
As a result, the PSA of the APWR shows a core melt probability of 1.5.10-6 per year.
Simpllfica~ion
A guiding principle in the design of evolutionary plants like the APWR has been the use of
simplified versions of current systems, as well as design simplifications which reduce the
number and size of components. The number of active components which need to start
and continue to operate for safe operation remains essentially unchanged.
The following features are effective epplications of the separation criteria:
The protection of the reactor core and the containment íntegrity is covered by four
identical (not interconnected) lntegrated Safeguards Subsystems. These systems are
inactive during normal operation;
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ACCUMULATOR

Emergency feedwater is provided by two independent sets of safety pumps, whicb are
hot interconnected. These systems are also inactive during normal operation;
The ventilation systems have been greatly simpIified. The ventilation equipment
which handles normal operating loads has no safety function, and;
lnterconnections between safety trains have been drasticaIly reduced.
lntegrateà Safeguards System
An example of the design approach based on PSA and simplification is the lntegrated
Safeguards System (ISS) (Figure 1). This includes conventional accumulators, an Emergency Water Storage Tank, and four mechanical subsystems. The accumulators, Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) heat exchangers, and Eìmergency Water Storage Tank are located
inside the containment; each of the four ISS sobsystems is Iocated in a separate compartment in the auxiliary area, outside containment.
The four ISS subsystems are physically independent and identical. Each subsystem
contains one Residual Heat Removal/Containment Spray Pump, one miniflow heat exchanger, one High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pump, one RHR heat exchanger, and the
associated piping and valves necessary to perform the intended safety functions of the
modules.
For emergency core cooling, the fout HHSI pumps are automatically activated by a safety
injection signal, taking suction from the Emer9ency Water Storage Tank (EWST) and
delivering borated water directly to the reactor vessel. In the event of a LOCA, the coolant
would spill to the EWST, establishing a continuous recirculation path between the EWST,
the HHSI pumps and the Reactor Coolant System. The traditional switch-over from
injection to recirculation is thereby ehminated.
Lay-out and construct~on time
The APWR design considerably reduces building volume compared with conventional
fout-loop pl~nts. The reduction is possible through the simplified fluid system, optimized
containment vessel, the elimination of many safety-grade pumps, and the functional block
building arrangement ~~hich reflects the latest seismic technology. It is expected that an
APWR plant can be constructed on a 48 month schedule.
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APPENDIX 4 Advanced Boiling Water Reactor
Status
The ABWR is a design of an evolutionary BWR, made by Genera/Electric, Toshiba Corp.
and Hitachi Ltd. It is developed as the next generation Japan standard BWR. The ABWR
wiI1 be reviewed by the NRC under the new standard plant licensing approach. Final design
approval and certificatJon is expected in June 1992.
Core design
The ABWR core and fuel design is aimed at improved operating efficiency, operability, and
fuel economy of the plant. This has heen accompIished by axially zoned enrichment of the
fuel. The axially zoned fueI, with higher enrichment and less gadolinia (Qd203) absorber
in the upper half of the fuel rods, allows the axial power distribution to be kept uniform
throughout the operating cycle (BWRs use gadolinia in the fuel rods as burnable absorbers
to compensate for reactivity decrease due to burn-up).
The ABWR incorporates the electric/hydraulic Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD),
which provides electric fine motion during normal operation, and hydraulic pressure for
scram insertion (Figure 2). The fine motion capability allows for small power changes and
easier rod movement for bum-up reactivity compensation at rated power. The FMCRD
system is common practice in the latest ABB Atom BWRs.
Reactor pressure vessel
The reactor pressure vesse~ (RPV) is 7.! m in diamcter and 21 m in height. Important
changes in the ABWR from previous designs are elimination of e×ternal loops, and
incorporation of internal pumps for reactor coolant recirculation (Figure 2). Consequently
all large pipe nozzles to the vessel below the top of the active fuel are eliminated. This
improves the safety performance during a postulated LOCA and allows for decreased
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) capacity. Other advantages are the reduction in
containment radiation level, lower pumping power requirements, and the excess flow
provided by the pump flow, which enables full power operation with one of ten pumps out
of service, lnternal recirculation pumps are common practice in ABB Atom BWRs.
Safety
The elimination of Iarge nozzles on the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) below the core
permits the design of an KCCS with no core uncovery during the design basis LOCA, and
at the same time a reduction of total IECCS pump capacity to approximately one-half of
that required for an equivalent-size external recirculation loop BWR plant.
The reactor building structural design is of reinforced concrete. The containment design is
of the pressure suppression type. From an arrangement standpoint, the elimination of the
external recirculation piping system permits significant improvements in drywel! space
utilisation - particularly in access for inspection and maintenance activity. The containment
bas an overpressure relief device in which a rupture disk opens to allow the transfer of
decay heat from the containment while retaining toost fission products in the supl~ression
pool. The ABWR building volume has been reduced to approximately 170,000 m~, which
bas both reduced construcçion cost and provided a schedule saving of 2.5 months.
The ECCS and the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system have been designed on a
three-division basis. Two divisions each provide high pressure and Iow pressure cooIant
injection capabflity. A third division combines a reactor steamodriven turbine pump for high
pressure coolant injection and a low pressure coolant injection system. A triple redundant
water delivery/decay heat removal system provides the RHR function. A PSA study bas
revealed that core damage ffequency - approximately 0.4.10-6 per year - is one order of
magnitude Iower than for current ~S BWRs. The probability of a severe accident (exceeding 0.25 sievert within half a mile from the reactor) is estimated at 2.10-9 per year.
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APPENDIX 5 Advanced passive 600 (AP600)
Status
The AP600 (Advanced Passive) is a preliminary design of a 600 MWe PWR, based on
passive safety principles. The Westinghouse lead design team comprises Avondale lndustries, Burns & Roe, CBI Services Inc. and MK-Ferguson Company.
In 1989 the Department of Energy awarded Westinghouse a 5-year contract, that will result
in certification of the AP600 design by December 1994. Joining Westinghouse and the
other partners for this phase is Bechtel North American Power Corporation. Westinghouse
is working with Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd and Japan Atomíc Power Company
(JAPCO) to apply the same passive safety principles to a 900 MWe PWR. This might be
the maximum size in which the AP600 passive safety principles can be fully applied.
Core design
The AP600 core design uses a low power density reactor core. The design is based on well
developed Iow enriched fuel eore technology. Soluble boron and burnable poisons are used
for shutdown and fuel burn-up reactivity control. Water displacer rods are included for load
follow and power regulation.
Steam generator
The two steam generators are combined with two reactor coolant pumps each. The
configuration provides an attachment to the bottom mounted reactor coolant pump of
sufficient strength and rigidity that the steam generator and pump can be considered as a
single structure for support purposes.
Safety
Passive safety features perform all the required safety functions following plant transients
or accidents, i.e. emergency ¢ore decay heat removal, reactor coolant system core
inventory control, short terra LOCA injection, long term LOCA recirculation, containment
heat removal, and containment spray.

The Passive Safety Injection System (PSIS) performs four major functions: residual heat
removaI, reactor coolant makeup for inventory control, safety injection, and containment
spray. A Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger (PRHR HX) is provided to remove
core decay heat if the normal or start-up feedwater systems or steam generator heat
removal are not available (Figure 3). The PRHR HX is located in the In-containment
Refuellin9 Water Stora9e Tank (IRWST), which acts as a heat sink. The PRHR HX is
automatically actuated on a low steam generator water level signal by opening either of
two normally closed, rail-open, air-operated valves.
Passive reactor coolant makeup is provided to accommodate small leaks following
transients or whenever the normal makeup system is unavailable. Two Core Makeup Tanks
(CMTs) filled with borated water, are designed to provide this function at any reactor
coolant system pressure, utilizing only gravity as a motive force. These tanks are designed
for full reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure and are located above the RCS loop piping.
If the water level in the pressurizer reaches a Iow-low level, the reactor is scrammed, the
reactor coolant pumps are tripped, and the CMT discharge isolation valves open automaticaIly. To accommodate large leakage rates, including LOCAs up to the postulated
double-ended break of a main loop pipe, initial safety injection is provided by two
accumulators. The accumulators are required for large LOCAs, because of the need for
higher makeup flows initiaIly to refill the reactor vessel lower plenum and downcomer
following RCS blowdown.
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Because there are limited volumes of water in the makeup tanks and in the accumulators,
an additional source of water is required after initial injection. Gravity from the in-containment Refuelling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), located above the RCS loop piping, is relied
on as the longer terra source of makeup water. The RCS pressure is reduced toa value
below the elevational head of the water in the IRWST plus containment pressure. An
automatie depressurization system, which is initiated if CMT actuation occurs and CMT
|aval is Iow, is provided to perform this function. Two redundant sets of valves connected
to the pressurizer provide a phased depressurization capability. The discharge from these
valves is sparged into the IRWST,
About 10 hours into a LOCA, the IRWST wiil empty, but at that time flooding of the
containment will have established long term recirculation by gravity drain back into the
reactor coo]ant system. Core decay heat is removed in the forto of steam, which condenses
on the containment shell. This condensate drains back for rècirculation to the RCS.

An accumulator type Passiva Containment Spray System (PCSS) is used to reduee the
concentration of iodine ænd caesium in tha containment atmosphere in the event of an
accident involving releases from the core. The system consists of two tanks containing
compressed nitrogen, which are Iocated outside the containment. It is actuated when there
is high activity in the containment. The actuat[on signal opens the normally closed valves
that isolate the nitrogen tanks from the water tanks. The passiva spray system wfll provide
a spray flow for at least 30 minutes, with the spray continuing for another 15 minutes at
reduced flow rates.
The Passiva Containment Cooling System (PCCS) provides the ultimate heat sink for the
removal of the RCS sensible heat and core decay heat (Figure 3). The PCCS transfers this
heat to atmosphere, thereby preventing the containment from exceeding its design
pressure following a design basis accident, and significant]y reducing containment pressure in the longer terra. The PCCS utilises the natural circulation of air between the reactor
containment structure and the shield building surrounding the containment. The PCCS is
required to perform its containment heat removal function only wben the normal means of
containment heat removal are unavailable for an extended period, or following a postulated
design basis accident ’~hich results in a large release into the containment.
$implification
Simplification is a driving force in the AP600 design. Table 2 shows a comparison of the
AP600 with a conventional two-loop PWR of the same rating.
Simplification implies enhanced safety, less maintenance, and a shorter construction
schedule.
Lay-out and constructlon schedule
The overall plant lay-out comprises a relatively small nuclear island with good construction
access to all buildings to support a 42-month construction schedule (first concrete to
commercial operation). AII safety-related systems are located within the containment
building, auxiliary building and fuel handling building, which are on a common base mar.
The steel containment is surrounded by the passiva, natural convection cooling system,
located within the shield building.

The buildings ouçside the containment have been laid out with uniform spacing between
walls and floors to accommodate the prefabricated equipment modules containing piping,
cable trays, cable instrumentation and HVAC ducts. The construction schedule will be
shortened by the use of equipment modules fabricated off-site and shipped by rail to the
plant side. These modules will be joined together into larger modules at the site and inserted
into preconstruction areas of the plant. Several areas of the plant will be under construction
concurrently, shortening the overall construction schedule.
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Table 2.

AP600 design simplification.
AP600
Reference
two loop PWR

Pumps
Safety
Non-nu¢lear saí:ety
-IVAC fans
-IVAC filter units
~alves (,2 inch)
- Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
- Balance of Plant
Pipe (>2 inch)

NSSS [ml
Balance of Plant [m]
~vaporators
Diesel generators
Building volume
Containment [m3]
Seismic [m31_

% reduction

25
188
52
16

none
139
27
7

100
26
48
56

512
2041

215
1530

58
25

1350O
29500
2
2

3500
20400
none
1!)

75
31
100
50

76500
190000

85OO0
45000

1) Not required to guarantee nuclear safety
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APPENDIX 6 Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR)
Status
The SBWR is a preliminary design of a 600 MWe BWR, based on passive safety principles.
The design team includes General E[ectric, Bechtel Power, Bums & Roe, Foster-Wheeler
Energy Applications, Southern Company Services, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(M1T), University of California (Berkeley) and several electricity companies. International
support comes from Ansaldo, ENEA and ENEL (ltaly), Hitachi Ltd and Toshiba Corp.
(Japan), and KEMA, ECN and NUCON (Netherlands).
General Electric has received a 5-year contract from the Department of Energy, that will
result in certification of the SBWR design by February 1995. GE has formed an international team to participate in this program with work on it to begin in 1990.
Core design
The SBWR core design is based on a ]ow power density of 42 kW/l. The Fine Motion Control
Rod Drive (F~CRD) system, which will also be utilised in the ABWR, is used for reactivity
control and scram.
Reactor pressure vessel
The dimensions of the reactor pressure vesse] (RPV) of the SBWR are 7 m in diameter and
24 m in hei9ht. The RPV hei9ht is a key factor in estab|ishing the required naturel circulation
core flow. The large reserve of water above the core translates directly into a much longer
time being available before core uncovery can occur as a result of feed flow interruption or
a LOCA (Figure 4).
Safety
lmprovements in safety have been achieved by building inherent margins into the design,
enhancing the capacity of normally operating systems and introducing passive safety
systems. The capacity of normally operating systems to handle transients and accidents
has been enhanced, by, for instanee, using adjustable speed motor driven feedwater
pumps, and high-capacity control rod drive pumps with back-up power.
In the event of a LOCA, the core wi|l not be uncovered. This is achieved by:
Eliminating all lerge nozzles from the lower region of the RPV;
Províding a large inventory of water in the RPV region above the core;
Depressurising the reactor in the event of an accident to near ambient conditions, and;
Flooding the reactor with low pressure gravity-driven flow from elevated pools located
in the containment.
An lsolation Condenser (IC) is placed in the Isolation Condenser PooI (ICP). When the
reactor is isolated from the turbine condenser, the IC controls reactor pressure automatically without the need to remove fluid from the reactor pressure vessel. Thus, the
conventional BWR safety/relief vaIves are not needed in the SBWR concept.
The Gravity Driven Core cooling System (GDCS) provides a simple approach to emergency core cooling, eliminating the need for pumps or diesels. It requires more water in the
reactor pressure vessel above the core, so the reactor can be depressurized to very low
pressures and gravity flow from the elevated gravity driven cooling pooI can keep the core
covered. The design ensures full core coverage for all design basis accidents.
The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) provides a three-day passive cooling
capability for the containment using naturel convection processes. Passive containment
cooling is provided by the IC. Decay heat is rejected to the ICP and then to atmosphere.
No active pumps or diesels are needed to provide for heat removal. Beyond three days,
water makeup with simple operator action is alI that is needed to continue the passive
cooling function.
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Figure 4. Conceptual design of SBWR safety systems.
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A passive natural circulation air system is used to provide habitabiIity control for contro~
toom operators. This feature, combined with the passive Gravity Driven Core coo|ing
System, allows safety-grade diesel generators to be eliminated from the SBWR concept.
Simplification
Dlatura! circulation in the core implies a great simplification. 13ecause boiling occurs
normally in a BWR core, density differences between the steam/water mixture inside the
core and the water in regions outside the core can result in a considerable amount of
gravity-induced core flow. Pumps, pipes, valves, instruments, power supplies, and control
systems are thus eliminated, plant arrangements are simpler, and maintenance is less
troublesome.
Compared with existing forced-circulation plants, the natural circulation SBWR offers low
fuel cycle costs, a reduced number of operational transients and increased thermaI margin
for transients which are expected to occur.
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APPENDIX 7 Safe Integral Reactor (SIR)
Status
SIR is ar~ integral PWR, based en passive safety principles. The guiding design principle is
that the reactor core, the pressurizer, the reactor coolant pumps, and the steam generators
are integrated in a single reactor pressurè vessel (RPV). The conceptual design of a 400
MWe reactor has been made by a joint venture of Rolls-Royce and Associates, the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA), Combustion Engineering lnc. and Stone and
Webster Inc.
The SIR design bas reached the stage of conceptual design. The goal is a design certified
by the NRC by the mid 1990s. There is no requirement for a prototype reactor, or for a long
development program, The UKAEA bas proposed their Winfrith site as a location for a first
unit.
Core design
The core design is based en existing Combustion Engineering technology. Core reactivity
control is achieved entirely by use of moveable Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) and
bumable poisons te compensate for changes in fission product poisoning and fuel depletien, power defect, and the reactivity increase associated with cooling te refuelling
temperature. Thus, the need for soluble horen reactivity control bas been eliminated.

Reactor pressure vessel
S[R has the primary system components - steam generators, pressurizer, and reactor
coolant pumps - as well as the core, located in a single reactor pressure vessel (Figure 5).
The vessel is approximately 25.4 m in height, inclusive of the closure head. The SIR power
limit was selected te keep the reactor pressure vessel at the size of the present conventional
large PWR steam generators. Thus, the manufacturing, transportation, and erection capabilities are within the proven technology.
The advantages of the integral reactor over the traditional dispersed or loop-type reactor
are the following:

Material and test reductions are achieved by elimination of primary loop piping,
steam generator shells and pressurizer;
There is no Iarge primary loop piping and therefore no large LOCA against which
safety systems must contend;
The integraI reactor pressure vessel concept allows the use of the pressure suppression type of containment, normally in use in BWRs, while still retaining the advantages
of a PWR system;
Factory prefabrication due te the modular design of the reactor coolant system is
maximized, resulting in a short censtruction time and reduced construction costs;

The unitised primary coa|ant system eliminates the complex field installatian and
welding of large bore connecting pipework te the reactor pressure vessel, steam
generators, pressurizer, and coolant pump components, as well as construction of the
associated concrete cubicles, and allows use of a prefabricated structural steel reactor
vessel support which provides advantages in quality assurance, construction tìme,
and costs;
Less shielding is required, due te the elimination of gamma sources within primary
piping and separate major reactor coolant system components, and;

Major component inspection, maintenance, and possible replacement is significantly
improved with the SIR design compared te conventional PWRs.
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Figure5. Conceptua~ design of S1R reactor pressure vessel.
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St~am generator

There are twelve cylindrical once-through steam generators, insta]~ed in the annular space
between the core support barrel and the reactor pressure vesse] (RPV) inner wa]l (Figure
5). Steam and feedwater penetrations of the RPV are at a high e|evation to mitigæte the
effects of any postulated primary coolant leakage. Secondary water circu]ates inside the
tubes. In contrast to conventiona] designs, the tube welds are in compression and hence
any defects shou]d hot en]arge into cracks. Sufficient thermal margin has heen inc[uded in
the design basis to produce rated power from 11 of the 12 modu]es. Shou]d it be necessary
to perform extensive repa~rs, the option exists to iso]ate the affected steam generator by
closing the main steam and feedwater valves and then remove the affected generator
during a normal refue]hng outage, and replace it with a spare.
Reactor coolant pump
Six reactor coolant pumps are mounted horizontally on the side of the RPV above the steam
generators. Each pump and motor assembly can be easily instaIled or replaced as a
complete unit, with the RPV head in place, and without removing fuel. The pumps are of a
sealed design, similar to those used on ABB Atom BWRs. Since they do not have
conventional PWR pump shaft sea]s, primary coolant leakage is eliminated.
Safety
The integra] reactor pressure vesse[ results in substantia]]y increased safety. Since a][
nuclear primary system components are contained in one reactor pressure vesse[, no large
primary system pipes exist. The large break LOCA, which would lead to core uncovery in
conventional plants, is thus e]iminated. The [argest penetration of the vessel is a 70 mm
diameter pipe of the chemical volume and control system. The penetration is 9 m above
the active core. If one were to assume that one of these pipes íailed, the primary system
would depressurize very slowly compared to a conventiona[ PWR.
Relative to core power, the S1R primary system contains four times as much water as a
conventional PWR plant. This ]arge amount of water provides a large margin for decay heat
removal, should a pipe break or a ]oss of feedw~ter occur. Coupled with the smal] diameter
and high elevation of pipes connected to the primary coolant system, the reactor would
remain covered for at least three hours íf no makeup or heat removal were accomplished.
Since makeup and heat removaI are ensured by multip]e systems, including some which
are passive, core uncovery wil[ hot occur for any design basis accident.
The interna] pressurizer bas several features which provide additiona] safety. Relative to
power, the pressurizer contains fout times as much water and steam volume as a
conventional plant of the same rating. As a result the pressure and level respond very
s[owly to planned and unp]anned events.
The reactor pressure vessel has good natura] circulation cooling capabilities. If the primary
coolant pumps are unavailable, the natura] circulation capabilities provide ample àecay
heat removal. Natural circulation is enhanced by the large e]evation difference between the
core and the steam generators, the low primary circuit pressure losses, and the concept of
straight tube once-through steam generators.
The reactor core design has also inherent safety features, notabiy by the elimination of
soluble boron. This means a strong negative power feedback under all conditions of
operation. With negative power feedback, loss of feedwater or loss of condenser vacuum
are much less severe for the SIR plant than for a conventional PWR.
Removal of decay heat, and control of primary inventory after the reactor is shut down, are
fundamental to maintaining the plant in a safe condition. For accident scenarios, the SIR
design incorporates passive safety systems, which are designed to provide these functions
for a minimum of three days without AC power or operator action. There are three
independent systems whose sole functions are to provide decay heat removal and inven-
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tory control during an accident. They are the Secondary Condensing System (SCS), the
Emergency Coolant lnjection System (ECIS), and the Safety Depressurization System
(SDS/.
The function of SCS is to remove residual heat from the primary coolant at hot conditions
without requiring operation of extensive supporting systems. NaturaI circulation is used to
circu~ate the coolant in the condenser loop and through the secondary side of the steam
generators to the condensing pool which serves as a heat sink.
ECIS consists of two sets of steam injectors, receiving water from the pressure suppression
tanks, and injecting it into the pressure vessel downcomer. The steam injector is a passive
device, which uses a jet of high pressure steam from the reactor pressure vesse! to
accelerate cold water from the pressure suppression tanks to the RPV. This system
provides suffic~ent inventory to prevent core uncovery for all design basis accidents.
SDS consists of two sets of pipes and valves connecting the primary system to the pressure
suppression tanks. This aIlows the primary system to be depressurized, and coolant to
drain by gravity from the tanks to the RPV. The eight pressure suppression tanks are part
of the type of containment, normally in use on BWRs. They are elevated above the reactor
vessel and thus provide a pass~ve, gravity driven, injection system for return~ng water from
the pressure suppression tanks to the RPV.
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APPENDIX 8 Process Inherent Ultimate Safety (PIUS)
Status
ABB Atom and United Engineers & Constructors, Philadelphia, recently agreed to forto a
joint venture to develop and marker ABB Atom’s PIUS reactor system in the United States.
The two companies plan to obtain NRC certification under the new standardized plant rules.
ABB Atom also formed a consortium with Ansa]do and Fiat (Italy) to produce a detafled
design for a PIUS reactor.
Another PI~Sdike design is the Japanese 300 MWe ISER (lnherently Safe and Economical
Reactor). ISER differs from PlUS in being simpler and making full use of existing steelvessel-based LWR technology. The reduced pool volume provides core cooling for about
one-and-a-half day before operator intervention would be required, following a design basis
accident, as compared to at least a week for PIUS.

The PlUS principle
Major reactor accidents are, and will continue tobe, regarded as totally unacceptabIe and
incompatible with large scala use of nuclear power. To make the technology acceptable,
safety must therefore be ensured in a "transparant" and easily understood way, by basic
design features of the plant that cannot be compromised by any credible human acts,
equipment malfunctions or structuraI failures.
In addition to complying with such requirements, the desìgn of the reactor must bufld on
the massive experience accruing from worldwide LWR operation in order to become a
practical reality in the foreseeable future. That, in short, is the rationale behind the PIUS
program of ABB Atom.

To define the PlUS princip|e, "process inherent" means that the safety is embodied in the
design of the primary heat extraction process itself, i.e., in the primary system structure
(intact or havíng suffered credible damage), without relying on anything else than the
simple laws of gravity and thermohydraulics working on the coolant. "Ultimate safety"
means safety against major releases of radioactivity with significant environmental impact.
A major radioactivity release must be preceded by core meltdown or other large scala core
damage. Hence the core protection should be process inherent. To proteet the core it is
sufficient to fulfil two basic criteria:
To keep the core submerged in water at all times;
To prevent core power from increasing beyond the cooling capability of the submerging water.

To fulfiI the first critarion, the use of electrical power, pumps and valves is clearly
incompatible with the ground rules. Hence the water must be available to the core at
times and in any credible failure situation. Therefore the core should be located at the
bottom of a pool of water large enough to remove core decay heat flor at least 1 week) by
evaporation.
The pool should be enclosed in a vessel, the design of which precludes Ioss of pool
inventory other than as steam escaping from the top. For a 500-600 MWe reactor a
prestressed concrete pressure vesse[ is necessary. Vessel integrity is based on a large
number of load-bearing members, any of which may fail without consequence. The vessel
walI, in addition to some 8 m of concrete, has a stainless steel liner as well as another
Ieaktight steel membrane cast into the concrete, about 1 m beNnd the Iiner, to prec[ude
water leakage follow~ng a conceivable liner leakage. In addition to being large in size, the
pool must contain a dissolved neutron absorber, boric acid. Reliance on mechanical
shutdown rods is hot compatible with the basic PIUS principle, nor is the use of mechanical
valves for blocking off the poot from the process water that is to cool the core during normal
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operation. This problem is solved by "density Iocks" between the primary circuit and the
pool of borated water, one below the core and the upper one placed on an elbow-shaped
e|ongation of the riser above the core (Fig~Jre 6).
Reactor pressure vesse! and reactor core
The RPV is a prestressed concrete pressure vessel which contains the reactor core and the
pool of borated water. The main emphasis in the near term is on the design of a reactor
with extemal steam generation, because external steam generators and coolant pumps
involve less new component development and therefore a shorter route to commercia~isation.
The 2000 MWth core, ~ocated in the lower part of the pressure vessel is of a simple design,
because of the absence of contro~ rods. IFrom the core the cooiant flow passes up through
the riser pipe, ~eaves the vessel through nozzles in the upper steel extension and continues
in the upper end ofthe four straight tube once-through steam generators. The main coolant
pumps, placed below the steam generators, are scaled-up versions of those used on ABB
Atom BWRs. The cold leg piping enters the steeI extension at the same leveI as the hot leg
nozzles and the return flow from the steam’generators is sent downwards to the reactor via
the annular downcomer outside the riser. An open connection at that point between
downcomer and riser, the so-called siphon breaker, prevents siphoning off of the pool water
inventory in case of a hypotheticaI pipe rupture in the cold le9. The kinetic energy in the
high velocity downcomer water is recovered in a diffuser.

The always open naturel circulation path through the core goes from the pool to the lower
"density lock" (thermaI barrier) below the core, throu9h the core itself, the riser, an annular
passage outside the upper part of the downcomer and the upper "density lock" back to tbe
pool. The primary system is thermally insu[ated from the pool bya layer of stagnant water,
held in place by thin stainless steel sheets.
The prestressed concrete vessel cavity has a diameter of 12 m and a height of 44 m and
contains 3300 m3 of water. Outside the core the concrete vessel can house the spant fuel
arising from a full service Iife of 40 years if desired. Refuelling is done after removal of the
components above the core, analogous to LWR practice. A pressure suppression type of
containment, built to resist aircraft impact, is provided, ~ith the concrete vessel and the
external primary circuit in the drywell.
Safety
The inherent safety of this design, i.e. the absence of core damage in the case of complete
lack of intervention by surveillance and protection systems, has heen verified for all tbe
reIevant transients, such as loss of feedwater, inadvertent reactivity insertion, primary pipe
breaks, secondary steam line breaks etc.
This "self-protective thermohydraulics" of the primary system has nothing to do with
normal operation of the plant, which is raken care of by ordinary control systems. It only
The absence of control rods might be assumed to result in a lack of manoeuvrability in the
control of the reactor. In fact the opposite is the case. The combination of once through
steam generators a~d a strongly negative moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity
makes posaible simple operation with good response to load variations.
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Figure ô. Conceptual design of PlUS nuclear steam supply system.
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APPENDIX 9 Modular High-Temperature Gas-cooled
Reactor (MHTGR)
Status
ABB Atom and Siemens have de¢ided to form a joint venture called HTR GmbH (owned
50:50 by the two patent companies) to marker high-temperature reactors. A 80 MWe
modular HTGR has tobe in operation at Dimitrograd in the USSR by 1996, according to a
Memorandum of Agreement signed by Techsnabexport of the USSR and the HTR GmbH
on ~[3 June 1989.
The US Department of Energy selected the HTGR as one of two defence production
reactors it plans to build for operation in the Iate ~[990s. Along with Genera[ Atomics,
Combustion Engineering, Stone & Webster and Bums & Roe would participate in the
project. The HTGR consists of a 140 MWe module, which would be sited below ground
(recently scaled up to 180 MWe). In lndonesia a feasibility study bas been done using the
MHTGR for heavy oil recovery. It was found hot to be economie at current oil prices.
The MHTGR pfinciple
The MHTGR is a concept for a modular helium-cooled reactor with a graphite moderator,
incorporating the fissile and fertile material. As helium is an inert gas, it is possible to use
unprotected carbon as the structural core material.
The MHTGR utilises low-enriched uranium/thorium in spherical grains that are encapsulated in a porous buffer Iayer and a silicon carbide (SIC) coating sandwiched between two
layers of pyrolytic carbon (PyC), The porous buffer prevents coating damage due to
recoiling îission products and provides a free volume for fission gases, while the SiC coating
serves as a high temperature product release barrier. The two PyC layers act primarily as
pressure vessel shells which protect the SiC coating from internal ar~d external attack.
These coated particles, measuring less than 1.0 mm in diameter, can withstand temperatures in excess of ~ 600 °C without significant fission product release.
In Germany the MHTGR deveIopment is based on the pebble-bed concept. The core
consists of a fixed bed of randomly packed sphericaI fuel elements. Two reactors of this
type have heen constructed, the 15 MWe AVR experimental reactor at Jülich and the
prototype 300 MWe THTR (Thorium Hoch-Temperatur Reaktor) at Hamm-Uentrop.
In the USA a prismatic core concept has been developed, in which the fuel elements take
the forto of rods or blocks. Two reactors of this type have been built, the 40 MWe Peach
Bottom-1 and the 330 MWe demonstration Fort Saint Vrain (FSV) Reactor.
Ch~racterlstics of the German MHTGR version
The idea of building up a HTGR power station from a number of relatively small identical
units, instead of a single large reactor in its prestressed concrete pressure vessel, originated
in Germany with the Siemens group, formed by the Gesellschaft für Elochtemperaturreaktor Technik (GHT) and lnteratom. The individuai modules would have a power output of
2.00 MWth.
The Siemens modular concept has separate steel pressure vessels for reactor and steam
generator. Natural circulatic~n, water coo|ing of the concrete wa|ls of the containing cell with
a three-fold redundancy, ensures that the fission product decay heat can be dissipated
without the reactor pressure vessel temperature exceeding 320 °C. Reactor pressure vessel
diameter is 5.8 m, height is 23.8 m. The 360,000 fuel elements are standard size spheres,
o 235U enrichment
60 mm diameter, each loaded with 7 g of heavy metal (as UO2) with 7.8%
(as used in the AVR and THTR). The spheres are recirculated and extracted from the
bottom of the core af’ter taking an average of 67 days to descend from the top, The
extracted spheres pass through a smaIl low power reactor to test for reactivity and are

conveyed back to the top of the core, if they have hot completed their specified burn-up.
The average fuel sphere should pass through the core 15 times before reaching the level
of depletion and poisoning at which it has tobe rejected from the system.
The advantages of sueh a circulating system of spheres are obvious. Charge and discharge
are continuous and on-line and, once equilibrium has heen estab|ished, no control neutron
poison is required to compensate for fission product bui]d-up or for fissi]e material
depletion. Moreover, the discharged fuel elements (un~ess they are prematurely rejected
because of damage) al] reach more or less the same degree of bum-up,
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Figure 7. Simp[ified flow diagram for DOE/US MHTGR design.
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The lack of control poisoning helps the fuel cycle economy, although with the small core
of the modular reactor, neutron leakage is high and the estimated conversion rate
achievable with the Iow enriched uranium (LEU) fuel cycle adopted is only 0.47. Nevertheless, a burnJup of 80 MWd/kg U, corresponding with 100% fissions per initial fissile atom
(FIFA), wou|d be achieved. The intended fuel cycle is once-through, i.e. the discharged
fuel would hot be reprocessed or recycled, but stored indefinitely.
The proposed lay-out of the modular HTGR provides for the reactor and steam generator
pressure vessels to occupy adjacent cavities in a tall above ground concrete structure, the
steam generator being at a lower level than the reactor. The two vessels are joined by a
single coaxial duct. The steam generator is a simple once through boiler. In addition to
electrical power generation it is intended that the plant should be able to supply process
steam.
A second German modular HTGR concept by ABB Hoch-Temperatur Reaktor Bau (HRB),
the HTR 100, deals with a 100 MWe module.
Characteristics of the US MHTGR version
Just as it was Iogical for the German groups to base their modular HTGRs on the
pebble-bed system, it was equally rational for the US partners to choose a prismatic core
concept, exploiting the fuel element technology developed by General Atomic (GA) for the
FSV pIant. However, the decisive factor in this choice was the possibility of going toa
higher output resulting from the adoption of an annular prismatic core. In this concept they,
too, have reverted to the steel pressure vessel technology. In many respects the US and
Siemens modular reactors are similar, each having a reactor and steam generator in two
separate steel pressure vessels joined by a pressure duct, the two vessels being mounted
in individual concrete cells, side by si~le, with the steam generator at a lower level than the
reactor (Figure 7).
In the US concept the pressure vessels are in an excavated concrete wa]led silo entire]y
below ground level which forms a vented enclosure, if necessary equipped with a filtered
exhaust system. The reactor assembly consists of a core with upper and lower end
reflectors as well as a central radial reflector made up of columns of stacked hexagonal
section graphite blocks, in the style of the FSV reactor.
Control of reactivity in normal operation is by absorbing rods in vertical channels in the
outer and inner reflector (the annular fuelled zone is made up with an inner unfuelled region
of reflector blocks). There are 24 outer reflector control channels and the rods are
articulated to allow for thermal and fast-neutron induced distortion of the channels. Six
further control rod channels are provided in the inner reflector. A reserve shutdown system
is provided by twelve vertical channels through the innermost fuel element columns into
which boron-loaded absorbers may be dropped from hoppers set above the core.
The principal performance specifications for the Siemens and US versions of the MHTGR
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3~ Main performance specifications for Siemens and US design MHTGRs.
Siemens design

US design

200
80
40
3
1050
700
700
250
6
530
19
5.8
23.8
3.0
9.6

3501/
140
40
5~9
1060
680
690
260
6.4
540
17
6.8
29
3.5
7.9

Thermal power IMWth]
Electric power IMWe]
Electrical efficiency [%]
Core power density [kW/l]
Fuel temperature (maximum)
Fuel temperature (mean) [°C]
He temperature (mixed outlet)[°C]
He temperature (inlet)
He operating pressure IMPa]
Steam temperature [°C1
Steam pressure IMPa]
Reactor pressure vessel diameter Im]
Reactor pressure vesse~ height [m]
Core diameter
Core height [m]
1) Recently scaled up to 450 MWth (180 MWe)

The core power density and total power output in the prismatic reactor are almost double
those of the pebble-bed version.
The helium flow system is essentially the same in both the prismatic and pebble-bed
modular HTGRs. Starfing from the steam generator, the cooled helium flows upwards
through the annular space between the steam generator shroud and the vessel walls, to the
circulator. The emergency coolant then flows through the annuIus of the cross duct into
the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel, thence upwards through passages adjoining the
core barrel, emerging into the upper plenum of the core. The helium flows downwards
through the core into the all-graphite hot plenum and through the insulated inner channel
of the connecting duct into the upper chamber of the steam generator.
There are two important characteristics in this helium flow system. The first is the principle
that the vital stmctural features of the primary circuit, notably the pressure vessel and cross
duct walls, only encounter helium at its coolest, enabling them to operate at favourable
temperatures just over 200 °C. The second is that significant natural circulation is
deliberately avoided by placing the steam generator below the core. This means that the
steam generator becomes thermally decoupled from the reactor if the circulator is stopped,
whether by accident or design. This is both useful in normal operation and protective in the
accident case, as the steam generator can be isolated from the reactor to look after itself,
which it can do safely either through the funcfioning of a deliberate trip and the application
of the installed shutdown circulator and heat exchanger, or, in the worst eventuality, by the
passive heat removal route.
Safety
The HTGR has a negative temperature coefficient of reactivity at ail relevant temperatures.
Coupled with this temperature/reactivity stability the HTGR has the unique advantage of
its graphite core structure, directly incorporating all of the fuel in a refractory ceramic form.
The thermal capacity of this moderator/fuel stmcture is high, and there is a considerable
margin between the normal operating temperature and the levels at which fuel or structural
failure could be expected. The mean operafing fuel temperature in a MHTGR should be less
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than 800 °C, with a peak level no higher than 1100 °C. In an accident the onset of
irreversible damage to fuel at maximum bum-up could be expected at around 1600 °C.
Rapid wholesale fuel failure with copious fission product emission would be expected at
2400 °C. The onset of irreversible fuel damage would hot imply an immediate release of
large quantities of fission products, but only the start of gradual fai/ure of the coating of the
toost highIy irradiated particles with increasing temperature beyond 1600 °C.
In a MHTGR a reactivity increase could be caused by steam, escaping from the steam
generator. I3ecause the steel primary circuit vessel would be incapable of withstanding the
steam side pressure, the reactivity increase can be regarded as academic. Reiief va|ves
and/or bursting membranes would be essential, irrespective of any reactivity implications,
to guard against this eventuality.
Loss of cooling could fall into two categories: in the first the full coolant inventory remains
in the primary circuit; in the second there is complete or partial helium Ioss by depressurization. In the first category the cooling ioss could arise from failure of the helium circulators
of from fai|ure of the primary heat exchangers. The temperature/reactivity stability of the
MHTGR ensures that the fission power generated in the core adjusts itself to the rare at
which heat can be removed via the coolant, with only minor change in fuel temperature.
However, because of residual fission product hearing, if there was a complete loss of
cooling, the reactivity would become ne.gative. This negative reactivity trend would,
thereafter, be maintained by the 135Xe and 149Sm build-up in the zero neutron flux
condition. It follows that a trip of the ~bsorber rods would not be necessary to shut the
reactor down in such a situation, which app|ies equally whether or hot the coo|ing |oss was
through depressurization.
The immediate consequence of depressurization of a MHTGR would be the release of the
gas-borne radioactivity in the primary circuit, and possibly some of the plated out activity.
The gas- borne activity would consist, almost entirely, of the longer lived krypton and xenon
isotopes at a levei well below 1 curie per MWth. Theoretical and experimental evidence
indicates that only a small fraction of the plated out caesium or iodine would be iifted off
and escape into the environment. The best estimates are that the radioactivity of the latter
might amount at most toa few curies.

While dependence or~ engineered safeguards is not completeIy eliminated in the MHTGR,
the dependence is greatly reduced compared with alternative reactor systems. An added
consideration is that, because of its small unit size, there would be a greatly reduced fission
product release relative to that of a large reactor.
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